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ABSTRACT
MAPPING AND MODELING THE SEATTLE FAULT TSUNAMI INUNDATION IN
PUGET SOUND
by
David Bruce
June 2020
Coastal communities of Puget Sound are susceptible to tsunami inundation from
multiple sources. Two sources of potential tsunami hazard that threaten the region are
earthquakes on crustal faults in the Puget Lowlands, or earthquakes originating on the
Cascadia subduction zone. This study investigated two coastal marshes in Puget Sound,
Deer Lagoon and Doe-Kag-Wats, for evidence of a paleotsunami record to combine with
tsunami modeling, in order to predict how future events could inundate Puget Sound. A
deposit, interpreted as a paleotsunami, is traceable thought the marsh stratigraphy near
the modern day tidal inlet of Deer Lagoon, a site that has been greatly altered in modern
times though the construction of dikes and building of infrastructure. I correlated the
deposit to the last Seattle fault rupture based on radiocarbon dating of organic material
directly below the layer and sedimentation rates of the marsh. Removing manmade
structures (dikes and bridges) using ArcGIS allowed me to simulate tsunami inundation
of the marsh prior to anthropogenic alteration, which showed that the Seattle fault
tsunami could have inundated Deer Lagoon in a pattern matching the observed event
deposit. Tsunami modeling on the modified topography shows severity of inundation in
the lagoon would be highly dependent on the tidal cycle at the time of rupture: at mean
high water (MHW) flow depths across the lagoon are between 1-2 m, whereas at mean
low water (MLW) inundation would not occur. Additional tsunami modeling from two
Cascadia sources shows potential for tsunamis initiating outside Puget Sound to inundate
the Deer Lagoon marsh up to ~0.5 m at high tide for a large Cascadia source (L1),
iii

although no additional event deposits were confidently identified in Deer Lagoon
stratigraphy. In Doe-Kag-Wats, I did not identify a tsunami deposit in my 10 cores,
although modeling suggests a Seattle fault rupture would have inundated the salt marsh
with depths of up to 3.5 m above MHW, and up over 1.0 m at MLW. The Cascadia (L1)
source inundates Doe-Kag-Wats with 0.7 m wave heights at MHW. The modeling and
field data collected in the study is combined to show the variability of tsunami hazard
communities in Puget Sound face. This study shows the variability of tsunami hazards in
Puget Sound by combining modeling and field data, which resulted in greater
comprehension of tsunami inundation styles and extents. This improved understanding
can be applied to community hazard planning, resulting in mitigating loss associated with
future tsunamis.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Puget Sound is susceptible to tsunami hazards from multiple sources, with two
significant concerns being the multiple crustal faults crossing the waterways of Puget
Sound and its proximity to the Cascadia subduction zone. Paleotsunami deposits
originating from both of these sources exist in Puget Sound (Atwater and Moore, 1992;
Bourgeois and Johnson, 2001; Garrison-Laney, 2017; Williams and Hutchinson, 2000).
Around the world many historic examples show that tsunamis can result in catastrophic
damage to coastal comminutes and the tragic loss of life (Satake and Atwater, 2007),
illustrating the need for tsunami hazard planning and mitigation for Puget Sound
communities and infrastructure. A recent example of tsunami risk in a confined waterway
similar to Puget Sound is from Palu, Indonesia, where in 2018 a local tsunami from a
shallow crustal earthquake affected communities in Palu Bay (Paulik et al., 2019).
Tsunami flow depths of up to 3.65 m inundated Palu, leveled structures, scoured roads
making them impassable, and destroyed key infrastructure such as utility poles. The
coastlines of Puget Sound house areas of important strategic, economic and transportation
infrastructure, such as shipyards, air stations, ports and ferry terminals, as well as
numerous cities including Seattle. With the likelihood tsunamis from multiple sources,
hazard planners in Puget Sound need to account for how these different styles of tsunamis
will each locally affect an area.
The goals of this project are to define and differentiate where and how coastal
inundation occurs from tsunamis originating from the Seattle fault, and Cascadia
tsunamis (originating from the subduction zone in the Pacific) in order to predict what a
future tsunami from either source would do at inland Puget Sound marshes. The two sites
I have chosen to focus on, Deer Lagoon and Doe-Kag-Wats (Fig. 1), were selected
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Figure 1 Puget Sound tectonic map. A: Overview of western Washington state,
showing Cascadia subduction zone with box around the Puget Lowlands. B: Overview of
active tectonics and paleoseismic studies in Puget Sound. Paleotsunami study locations:
GT, Gorst; WP, West Point; CB, Cultus Bay; SD, Snohomish delta; SM, Swantown
Marsh. Locations of this study: DKW, Doe-Kag-Wats; DL, Deer Lagoon. Paleoseismic
studies: HM, Hancock Marsh; CM, Crockett.

because they are well suited for paleotsunami study: both of the study sites are coastal
marshes, matching environments known to preserve tsunami deposits, and I have access
to unpublished stratigraphic data from studies conducted in the 1990s at both locations
that show the possibility of a paleotsunami deposit in these sites.
To complete fieldwork to find paleotsunami deposits, I will use similar techniques
as previous Puget Sound field campaigns, including auger cores, and hand dug pits where
allowed (Arcos, 2012; Atwater and Moore, 1992; Bourgeois and Johnson, 2001). Auger
cores and pits will give us the ability to examine the subsurface stratigraphy to identify if
paleotsunamis were preserved at these two sites. Samples I collect for 14C dating and
grain size analysis will allow me to potentially correlate the deposits to a known event
from their age estimates (Atwater and Moore, 1992; Bourgeois and Johnson, 2001) and
predict the style and pattern of flooding from grain size changes (Moore, 2001). Forward
modeling of tsunami inundation will be completed using the numerical modeling code
GeoClaw (Berger et al. 2011; LeVeque et al. 2011) and earthquake sources widely used
to represent Seattle fault and Cascadia events (Titov et al., 2003; Witter et al., 2013). By
comparing my field evidence to my computer simulations of inundation, I can validate
the style and extent of coastal inundation, and use this work to predict how a future
Seattle fault or Cascadia subduction zone tsunami would behave at my two field sites.
The results of my project can be shared with emergency managers to provide improved
hazard assessment in the region.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
Geologic Setting of Puget Sound
The recent geologic history of the Puget Lowlands has been dominated by the
retreat of the Puget Glacial Lobe, which reached its terminus around 14,000 years ago
(James et al., 2009), and a tectonic regime leading to numerous crustal faults (Kelsey et
al., 2012). The Puget Lowlands is defined as the topographic low between the Olympic
Mountains in the west, and the Cascade Range in the east (Fig. 1; (Martin and Bourgeois,
2012)). The advance and retreat of Pleistocene glaciation heavily influenced the
formation, morphology and size of coastal wetlands through producing the topography in
the Puget Lowland and later glaciofluvial downcutting of glacial deposits as the glacier
retreated (Collins and Sheikh, 2005). The topographic highs around the thesis study
areas (Fig. 2, 3) are mapped as glacial till from the Vashon glaciation, with the lower
elevation units mapped as glaciomarine drift (Haugerud and Troost, 2011; Polenz et al.,
2005). These hundreds of meters thick units continue to affect tidal wetlands by sourcing
new coastal sediment through transportation to nearshore environments from eroding
coastal bluffs.
The retreat of glaciers induced rapid changes in relative sea level through both
increased water volume in the ocean basins, and through uplift of the depressed surface
though glacioisostatic rebound (Engelhart et al., 2015). In the Holocene, Puget Sound
experienced rapid sea level rise as the Vashon glacier retreated from the Puget Lowlands
~16 thousand years BP (Sherrod, 2001). Sea level rose from ~120 m below current levels
at the time of the Vashon glacier retreat, to be by 5,000 cal yr BP within 6 m from its
present level in northern Hood Canal, and 2-3 m from modern levels in northern Puget

4

Useless Bay

Figure 2. Overview of Deer Lagoon; study area was broken up into three locations based
on geographic location: West Marsh, East Marsh and South Marsh, boxed in yellow.
Core locations from 2019 field campaign are marked as orange dots, blue dots represent
cores from the 1998 field study. 4 additional 1998 cores sites have locations as
description only, with no numerical coordinates to plot. Highway 512 runs east and west
along the top of the map. (U.S. Geological Survey, Quaternary faults and fold database
for the United States)
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Figure 3. Overview of the Doe-Kag-Wats salt marsh. Red dots are the core locations
taken in this field study. Yellow outlined region shows the extent of the surface
accumulation of driftwood. Dr. Moore’s cores descriptions have no numerical
coordinates to plot, but descriptions put the majority of the data between the main
channel and the spit.
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Sound and southern British Columbia (Beale, 1990; Sherrod, 2001). Since 1,000 years
ago studies in all three locations indicate sea level to have been within 1 m of current
levels (Sherrod, 2001). Combining the glacioisostatic rebound and shifts in sea volume,
Puget Lowland sea level has risen by 0.7 +/- 0.2 mm on average over the last 4,000 years
(Engelhart et al., 2015).

Tectonic Setting, Including the Seattle Fault Zone and Southern Whidbey Island
Fault Zone
Multiple zones of east-west trending deformation cross the Puget Lowlands, due
to compression associated with the northern movement of coastal Oregon and California
into the relatively stationary Canadian portion of the North American landmass, and the
northeast subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate subducting under North America (Johnson
et al., 2004; Kelsey et al., 2012). The Tacoma, Seattle, Southern Whidbey Island, the
Utsalady Point, and the Darrington-Devils Mountain faults are all zones of deformation
though the Puget Lowlands, which accommodate the strain of these compressive forces
(Fig. 1; Kelsey et al., 2012). Geodetic measurements show an expected shortening due to
the northward movement of a rate of ~5 mm/yr, which translates to ~35 m of movement
over the last 7,000 yrs (Pratt et al., 2015). The Seattle fault zone (SFZ) accommodates
about half of the projected shortening, ~17 m (Pratt et al., 2015).
Tsunamis can be generated by crustal faults, from the combination of strain
accumulation, vertical deformation during ruptures, and a bisection of a waterway. The
tsunami hazard on the SFZ comes from the three east-west trending, south dipping thrust
faults (Seattle, Orchard Point and Blakely Harbor faults) that extend ~70 km from the
Cascade foothills in the east, through the city of Seattle, to Hood Canal in the west,
across a zone of deformation that is approximately 7-km wide (Fig. 1; Nelson et al.,
2003; Pratt et al., 2015). The compressional stress regime has led to an upward
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movement of the south side of the fault, lifting the hanging wall over 5 km compared to
the footwall. Interpretation of seismic-reflection profiles shows synclinal deformation on
either side of the faulting zone, with the hanging wall portion dipping northward (Pratt et
al., 2015). Evidence of surface deformation in the Holocene is limited to a ~40 km
segment along the fault zone, from Lake Washington to approximately the city of
Bremerton (Fig. 1; Kelsey, et al., 2008). North-dipping backthrust events have been
shown to rupture in tandem with the large (M 7.0-7.5) SFZ earthquakes leading to
localized, yet significant uplift (Pratt et al., 2015). Pratt et al, (2015) reviews a ~7000
year paleoseismic history of the SFZ, with ruptures documented at ~6.7 ka, 3-2 ka, 2.51.9 ka, 1.3-1.2 ka, and 1050-1020 cal BP. Studies of the most recent earthquake on the
SFZ, a focus of this thesis, are described in the next section.
The Southern Whidbey Island fault zone (SWIF) trends northwest-southeast (Fig.
1; Kelsey et al., 2004; Sherrod et al., 2008) over 150 km, from Vancouver Island in the
northwest to east of Seattle, where the fault trace is difficult to follow but could possibly
merge with the SFZ (Sherrod, et al., 2008). Strands of the exposed SWIF near Whidbey
Island dip steeply to the northeast (Sherrod. et al., 2008) and are north side up (Kelsey et
al., 2004; Sherrod et al., 2008). The SWIF displays transpressional faulting
characteristics, with right lateral strike-slip and reverse faulting being the primary
components (Kelsey et al., 2004; Sherrod et al., 2008). The zone of deformation widens
as the SWIF is traced to its southeast extent, where deformation is dominantly
compressional (Sherrod et al., 2008). The earthquake history of the SWIF includes two M
6-7 events in the late Holocene between 3200 and 2730 years BP (Sherrod, et al., 2008).
One of these events produced a non-surface rupturing earthquake that uplifted Crockett
marsh 1-2 m relative to nearby Hancock marsh on Whidbey Island (Fig. 1; Kelsey et al.,
2004), while the second event recorded surface deformation on the mainland (Sherrod, et
al., 2008).
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Marsh Stratigraphy in Puget Sound
Environmental zonation of organisms that thrive along coastal marshes can
provide a link to where those organisms live in relationship to sea level (Sherrod, 1999).
The formation of salt marshes is dependent on tidal cycles, as they form between mean
tidal level and highest high water seen in the marsh (Sherrod, 2001). In Puget Sound this
relationship has been used as a tool to determine rapid changes in land elevation and as
an indicator of tsunami inundation (Arcos, 2012; Atwater and Moore, 1992; Bourgeois
and Johnson, 2001; Kelsey et al., 2004; Sherrod, 2001). Grouping of vegetation and
coastal sediments associated with particular tidal datum has been used to describe coastal
marsh stratigraphy, such as by Bourgeois and Johnson (2001) when they describe
environmental relationships to stratigraphic facies in the Snohomish Delta. In the subtidal
and lower intertidal ranges there is little development of vegetation and the environment
is dominated by the deposition of mineral sediments, ranging from sand to laminated
muds. Upper intertidal zones show colonization of vegetation and the beginnings of salt
marshes, with salt tolerant vegetation like Distichlis spicata, Triglochin maritima, and
sedges like Carex lyngbyei (Bourgeois and Johnson, 2001); salt tolerant species of
Salicornia also inhabit the upper intertidal region. Higher elevation than the upper
intertidal zone is a supratidal marsh, defined by limited tidal interaction, being submerged
at only the highest tides (Bourgeois and Johnson, 2001). The less saline marshes of the
supratidal zone can be densely vegetated with numerous grasses and Typha latifolia. This
elevation can also build up a collection of driftwood.

Sedimentology of Paleotsunami Deposits
Tsunamis are impulse-generated gravity waves, which can be produced though
vertical displacement of the seafloor during an earthquake (LeVeque et al., 2011). The
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vertical movement of the water column following an earthquake is stored potential
energy that then radiates out laterally as a wave train as water surface elevation returns to
equilibrium, with waves ultimately inundating low-lying coastlines both near to and far
from the earthquake (LeVeque et al., 2011). As the wave train inundates the land surface,
the high shear velocity of the wave erodes beach coastal sediments it traverses and
transports the material though suspension (Morton et al., 2007). Deposition of these
transported sediments takes place as the water slows, allowing the sediments to drop out
of suspension. These deposits record the tsunami as event beds, marking a short-term
change in depositional history (Bourgeois, 2009).
While field observations of tsunami deposits can vary greatly and have no single
defining characteristic, there are common characteristics (Goff et al., 2016; Martin and
Bourgeois, 2012). Tsunami deposits are often thin, less than 25 cm in thickness (Martin
and Bourgeois, 2012), although they can exceed 60 cm (Atwater et al., 2013). Deposit
composition is controlled by the sediment available for transport and can vary in grain
size from mud to boulders (Goff et al., 2012; Martin and Bourgeois, 2012). Generally,
deposits have an abrupt basal contact, which may or may not be erosive, leading to the
formation of rip-up clasts (Morton et al., 2007). The deposit is often sheet-like, draped
over topography and filling in topographic lows, while also showing inland fining of
grain size (Martin and Bourgeois, 2012; Morton et al., 2007). Internal structures of a
tsunami deposit can be used to help interpret the dynamics of tsunami inundation, as a
deposit with internal lamina of mud or organics are associated with multiple waves
(Martin and Bourgeois, 2012; Morton et al., 2007).
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Paleoseismic and Paleotsunami Studies of the 1050-1020 cal BP Seattle Fault
Rupture
Paleotsunami evidence indicates that the most recent Seattle fault zone earthquake
produced a tsunami (Arcos, 2012; Atwater and Moore, 1992; Bourgeois and Johnson,
2001). In the early 1990s, geologists first began identifying past tsunami deposits in the
stratigraphic record of coastal Puget Sound; low-lying marshes in Seattle (West Point)
and on Whidbey Island (Cultus Bay) preserved an anomalous sheet of sand within typical
march deposits (Atwater and Moore, 1992). Found with auger borings at a depth of 1.5-2
m, these sands display typical traits attributed to tsunami deposits from modern analogs
(c.f. Dawson and Shi, 2000; Morton et al., 2007). Radiocarbon (14C) dating of organic
matter associated with the deposits dated these tsunami sands to a time interval of
between 1050-1020 cal BP (Atwater and Moore, 1992). Studies of the Seattle fault and
indicators of shaking throughout the Puget Lowlands linked the tsunami to an earthquake
on the Seattle fault zone (Atwater and Moore, 1992; Bucknam et al., 1992). Two
locations near the fault zone showed signs of rapid uplift, with intertidal sands now 7 m
above high tide, with no evidence of transitional shore deposits at Restoration Point
(Bucknam et al., 1992), and intertidal mud suddenly becoming a 3-m higher freshwater
forested bog at Gorst (Fig. 1) (Arcos, 2012). North of the SFZ revealed subsidence
(Atwater and Moore, 1992; Bourgeois and Johnson, 2001), as expected for an earthquake
that can produce a large tsunami. Landslides and rock avalanches were also documented
that indicated strong shaking from a crustal fault, including landslide blocks with trees
still intact at the bottom of Lake Washington and avalanches in the Olympic Mountains
that dammed streams and drowned forests, all dated to the time frame of the 1050-1020
cal BP rupture (Karlin et al., 2004; Schuster et al., 1992).
In total, tsunami deposits attributed to the 1050-1020 cal BP Seattle fault tsunami
have been published from Cultus Bay (Atwater and Moore, 1992; Moore, 2001), West
Point (Atwater and Moore, 1992), the Snohomish River delta (Bourgeois and Johnson,
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2001), and near the city of Gorst (Arcos, 2012). Tsunami deposits in Cultus Bay range in
thickness from less than 1 to 15 cm, being affected by clusters of vegetation. The deposit
fines both upward and inland (over ~150 m), with grain size decreasing from fine sand to
very fine sand at the distal extent (Atwater and Moore, 1992; Moore, 2001). At West
Point marsh, tsunami deposits range from 4 to 6 cm in thickness, exhibit upward fining
from medium to fine sand, displays basal lamina, and lacks any evidence of basal erosion
along the bottom contact (Atwater and Moore, 1992). Tsunami deposits seen in the
Snohomish river delta range from a few millimeters to about 5-cm in thickness, display
upward and distal fining and include fine gray lamina in the upper portion of the deposit
(Bourgeois and Johnson, 2001). The deposit near Gorst widely varied in thicknesses,
from 5-7 cm on average to up to 24 cm thick, with normal grading and distal fining
(Arcos, 2012).

Earthquake and Tsunami Modeling of the 1050-1020 cal BP Seattle Fault Rupture
The combined paleoseismic studies indicate the 1050-1020 cal BP earthquake was
a Mw 7-7.5, which ruptured at a shallow depth of less than 36 km (Nelson et al., 2003; ten
Brink et al., 2006; Arcos, 2012). Two different source models of the rupture
characteristics of the 1050-1020 cal BP earthquake were built from paleoseismic and
paleotsunami evidence. The Koshimura et al. (2002) earthquake source model focused on
tsunami deposits described in Cultus Bay, in comparison to Titov et al. (2003), which
focused on vertical uplift and subsidence. The complex nature of the structure of the SFZ
leads to varied, yet similar parameters in published models. The rupture models used by
Titov et al. (2003) and Koshimura et al. (2002) are similar in that deformation is split
across six subfault segments, and differ in the parameters of the mechanics. Primary
differences in the faulting style between the two models are the changes in dip at depth
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Rupture parameters of the Seattle fault model from Titov et al., 2003.

Cascadia Earthquake History and Modeling in Puget Sound
Earthquake history of the Cascadia subduction zone is recorded both onshore, in
marsh stratigraphy, as well as offshore in the form of the turbidite history (Goldfinger et
al., 2012; Witter et al., 2013). Buried soils in Willapa Bay record a 3500-year history of
Cascadia ruptures, which include at least 7 events (Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 1997).
These buried soils mark events labeled as: J (3320-3500 BP), L (2800-3300 BP), N
(2400-2780 BP), S (1500-1900 BP), U (1130-1350 BP), W (900-1300 BP) and Y (1700
A.D.). The turbidite record off the Pacific Northwest has a longer record than what has
been observed in the marsh stratigraphy, extending to the past 10,000 years, with events
labeled from T1 (1700 A.D. event) to T18 (9580-10,000 BP) (Goldfinger et al., 2012).
Earthquake sizes for each event has been inferred from the combination of earthquake
timing from the marsh history, dating of turbidites, and the average mass of each turbidite
record by Witter et al. (2013) into a classification scheme where sizes range from small to
extra-extra large (SM, M, L, XL, XXL) although this scheme mainly focuses on the
record in regards to Oregon. Specific past ruptures are inferred as SM for event U and M
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for events S, W and Y, with event N being the last L rupture.
Some of these Cascadia tsunamis are preserved in Puget Sound. Swantown marsh
on the western side of Whidbey Island preserves two tsunami deposits temporally
correlated to Cascadia ruptures (Cascadia S/T5, ~1600 BP, and Cascadia U/T4, ~1300
BP), and two uncorrelated older tsunami candidates (Williams and Hutchinson, 2000).
Deposits located in Lynch Cove and Discovery Bay have both been liked to Cascadia
tsunami inundation (Garrison-Laney, 2017). Morkner (2019) mapped two locations in
Bellingham Bay, one showed inland inundation attributed to Cascadia rupture S, and a
second location had evidence of an older rupture (4590-4950 cal BP) that could be
correlated to Goldfinger et al.’s (2012) turbidite T10.
Modeling of tsunami inundation from a Cascadia source has previously shown
waves can reach areas in Puget Sound. Garrison-Laney (2017) modeled multiple rupture
sources and styles, and used the inundation heights of the Cascadia sources to show
tsunami deposits in Lynch Cove and Discovery Bay came from a Cascadia source.
Simulations of Cascadia subduction zone tsunamis (from a L1 earthquake source) show
flooding along the Strait of Juan de Fuca ( 6.4 m in Port Angeles and Port Townsend) and
into northern Puget Sound though multiple models simulating wave height of up to 4 m
high near the Port of Bellingham (Eungard et al., 2018a; Eungard et al., 2018b; Gica and
Arcas, 2016).

Field location: Deer Lagoon
Deer Lagoon is a coastal lowland located on the south side of Whidbey Island
(Fig. 1). North and west of Deer Lagoon are high steep bluffs forming a natural
embayment and are primarily composted of Vashon till and outwash sand (Polenz et al.,
2005). To the east, the low-lying topography extending beyond State Highway 525 (Fig.
2) was once part of the intertidal lagoon, and has since been developed into farmland and
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later used by the Useless Bay Golf and Country Club for the golf course. The bowlshaped embayment is separated from Useless Bay by two nearly connected east-west
trending spits, typically ~3 m high, with only a narrow open channel between them (Fig.
2; Collins and Sheikh, 2005). Useless Bay is ~4-km wide, with large sand waves visible
at low tide for a few hundred meters due to the shallow nature of the bay (Fig. 2). Today,
housing developments sit along the bluffs to the north and across both spits; farms lie to
the northwest and east. The spits have been heavily developed into private communities
of beach front homes, as have the bluffs overlooking the embayment. Southwest of Deer
Lagoon was developed into a county park with access to the beach and Useless Bay.
Dikes were built in the early 1900s to limit tidal influence in the region and
increase land viable for farming (Wood, 2002) that dramatically altered Deer Lagoon
coastal environments. Prior to diking, the majority of the area behind the spits was an
intertidal lagoon: underwater at high tide and exposed at low tide (Lawson, 1872).
Historical T-sheets (coastal topographic sheets) (Lawson, 1872) show the pre-levee tidal
flooding extent, including an island forming between tidal channels in the eastern half of
the marsh (Fig. 2). Pile dikes were installed from 1905-1910 to build up the eastern spit,
now known as Sunlight Beach, keeping overwash from damaging new farmland north of
the spit (Wood, 2002) (Fig. 2). Two earthen levees were built to occlude the tides (Fig.
4): first on the eastern side of the lagoon, in 1915, followed by the western levee in 1916,
which created 886 acres of farmland (Wood, 2002). The eastern levee is 2.3 m and the
western 2.8 m above the tidally influenced inlet. Both the east and west sides of Deer
Lagoon have also had systems drainage ditches added to passively drain the area,
although only the east side is ringed with a ditch that is actively drained with pumps,
keeping the soil on the east side of Deer Lagoon drier than that of the west. As such, the
western marsh has experienced less alteration in total than the east side, although
evidence of past farming can be seen in the few standing wooden fence posts and strands
of barbed wire, old ditches, and the persistence of the dike occluding salt water.
15

Field location: Doe-Kag-Wats
Doe-Kag-Wats is a south-facing coastal marsh on the Kitsap Peninsula (Fig. 3). It
is classified as a partial barrier estuary, formed in a bowl shaped embayment similar but
of much smaller scale to that of Deer Lagoon (Collins and Sheikh, 2005). The salt marsh
is ~700 m long with spits running roughly east-west that nearly enclose the marsh, with a
narrow opening allowing for tidal flux (Fig. 3). The beach on the western side of the
marsh drops steeply into subtidal water, while in the east sediment buildup around the
tidal channel outlet extends out ~100 m at low tide. Steep bluffs to the east and west of
the marsh form the embayment, while to the north a less prominent rise and freshwater
drainage meets the marsh. Topographic highs are composed of glacial sands and till of
the Vashon glaciation (Haugerud and Troost, 2011). Driftwood logs cover the northern
portion of the marsh surface, which extends towards the forest (Fig. 3). The marsh is
located on Suquamish tribal land and limited human development has modified the
marsh, other than a gravel road for car access on the western spit. The westernmost edge
of the marsh is owned by Indianola Camp and Retreat Center, a summer and church
camp.
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Figure 4. Historical map of Deer Lagoon comparing the modern lagoon (top), with the
lagoon mapped by Lawson (1872) (bottom). The red outlined features in the 1872 map
was referenced to the modern image to show the historic topography preserved in the
modern topography. Blue dashed line shows the channels ships traversed in the lagoon
from Lawson (1872)’s map. Yellow lines show the location of the dikes constructed in
the lagoon, eastern dike constructed in 1915 A.D., western dike in 1916 A.D.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
Fieldwork
Paleotsunami investigations of my study areas occurred as a series of three
separate field campaigns in June, July and August 2019 in Deer Lagoon (Fig. 2) and
August 2019 in Doe-Kag-Wats (Fig. 3), totaling 22 days. I planned fieldwork around
lowest tides, ensuring the lowest water levels for greater field area access. At Deer
Lagoon we took a total of 35 gouge cores to analyze the subsurface stratigraphy using a
1-inch wide gouge auger; 11 in West Deer Lagoon, 12 in East Deer Lagoon, and 12 in
South Deer Lagoon (Fig. 2). Two pits were dug in East Deer Lagoon where the water
table was lower. Supplemental to my 35 cores, I worked with unpublished core
stratigraphy at 30 sites collected by Dr. Jody Bourgeois and Dr. Sam Johnson during a
field expedition from May-June 1998 (Fig. 2). The unpublished data included lab results
from two 14C dates. In Doe-Kag-Wats I collected stratigraphy from 10 cores (Fig. 3) and
h supplemental field notes and core descriptions from 57 cores by Dr. Andrew Moore
from July 1991.
Gouge core and pit stratigraphies were described in the field, with observations
documented in field notebooks. Surveys of the surficial environment at each core/pit
location were done before coring/excavation began, including GPS points and
surrounding modern plant species. To best maintain core description consistency between
different field workers, we used the Troels-Smith classification (Table 2) of
unconsolidated sediments (Troels-Smith, 1955), which is a system adept at distinguishing
sediment with high degrees of organic material (Nelson, 2015), the majority of the
sediments at both field sites. Each core was described to record depth of recovered
sediment units, depth and descriptions (including sharpness) of contacts, and physical
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Table 2. Troels-Smith (1955) Classification of Unconsolidated Sediments, used as
guideline for the describing of unconsolidated sediments in this study.
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properties of sediment units, including color, grain size, grain roundness, and mineralogy.
In addition to the Troels-Smith classification, identifiable organic material was described
and recorded (plant roots and/or rhizomes).
We collected 31 cores or subcores to bring to CWU for laboratory analysis using
a larger 2-inch gouge auger, to maximize the amount of potential material collected.
Samples came from 9 locations from West Deer Lagoon, 3 from East Deer Lagoon, 5
from South Deer Lagoon, and 10 from Doe-Kag-Wats. We placed the samples taken
from the 2-inch gouge auger in 2-inch PVC halves to add rigidity to the sample and
protect the internal stratigraphy. The samples were wrapped in cellophane to prevent
moisture loss. Additionally, we collected 43 samples independently from the 2-inch
gouge core samples for radiocarbon and grain size analyses: 52 in West Deer Lagoon, 4
in East Deer Lagoon, and 9 in South Deer Lagoon. In East Deer Lagoon we additionally
collected 6 monolith samples from the pits using shovels to slice the side of the pit to
keep the wall intact and maintain in-place stratigraphy. We wrapped monolith samples in
cellophane and labeled them to inform location, interval of stratigraphy, and direction to
the surface. In addition to the 43 samples collected across Deer Lagoon, we field
subsampled one core in West Deer Lagoon (Fig. 2), 33-19, to collect 22 samples from
near surface to a depth of 241 cm below the surface for diatom analysis. All samples are
stored at Central Washington University and are kept below 6o C to inhibit decay and
modern organic contamination.

Lab Analyses: Radiocarbon Dating
Plant macrofossils were selected from peat horizons to date contacts of
stratigraphic importance. Sample selection and preparation followed guidelines by Kemp
et al. (2013). I selected material to pick for in situ organics from material that was above
or below a contact with 1-cm resolution. I examined the material using a Zeiss variable
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magnification microscope. Under magnification I used deionized water to rinse the
samples clean of any mineral mud and detritus. I looked for organic material that was
terrestrial grown, in original growth position, identifiable to the genus level, and could
have a known relationship to the surface (e.g. not roots of unknown depth). Six samples
were sent for 14C dating to DirectAMS laboratory for pretreatment and data analysis. I
used OxCal (IntCal13 atmospheric curve; Reimer et al., 2013) radiocarbon calibration
curve to calibrate the ages of the data received from DirectAMS.

Lab Analyses: Grain Size Analysis
To characterize and compare mineral deposits across Deer Lagoon, I collected
grain size data using both the Malvern Mastersizer 3000 and the Retch Technologies
CAMSIZER. I prepared 18 samples using hydrogen peroxide at a concentration of 30%
to digest organic materials, leaving only the mineral grains for measurement. The
samples included both deposits taken from the stratigraphy and modern samples from tide
flats of Deer Lagoon, beach sands from Useless Bay and sediments from the bluffs to the
west of Deer Lagoon (Fig. 2). Doe-Kag-Wats sediments were not analyzed for grain size
for this study.

Modeling: Tsunami Simulations
To simulate deformation of the seafloor, wave propagation, and inundation of the
coastline, I used the tsunami model GeoClaw, version 5.6.0 (Clawpack Development
Team, 2019, Clawpack Version 5.6.0, http://www.clawpack.org, doi:
10.5281/zenodo.3237295; Berger et al. 2011; LeVeque et al. 2011; Mandli et al., 2016).
GeoClaw is a numerical code that uses finite volume methods to solve two-dimensional
nonlinear shallow-water wave equations (Gonzalez, et al., 2011; LeVeque et al. 2011).
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GeoClaw requires both a dataset of topography and bathymetry, and input parameters of
an earthquake rupture. GeoClaw allows for two ways to solve earthquake ruptures,
dynamic or instantaneous; for my simulations, I use instantaneous earthquake sources.
The code initiates seafloor deformation, using the instantaneous earthquake source, then
solves the two dimensional shallow-water wave equation using a Cartesian grid of
latitude and longitude to calculate the horizontal movement and water height of the wave
(Appendix A) (LeVeque et al., 2011; MacInnes et al., 2013).

Modeling: Bathymetry and Topography
To increase the accuracy of GeoClaw’s wave dynamics in shallow water and
onshore, I combined topography and bathymetry data from multiple sources to create
files at a resolution of 1/3 arcsecond. For Deer Lagoon, I used a bathymetry created for
Dr. Randall LeVeque (University of Washington) by NOAA’s National Centers for
Environmental Information (NCEI) that merged the Puget Sound and Port Townsend 1/3
arcsecond digital elevation models (DEM). Only the Puget Sound DEM bathymetry was
needed for Doe-Kag-Wats. However, because the topographic accuracy of these DEMs in
both Deer Lagoon and Doe-Kag-Wats was poor, I merged them with LiDAR available
from the Washington State Department of Natural Resources
(https://lidarportal.dnr.wa.gov) in ArcGIS. Resolution of LiDAR from the Department of
Resources is produced to a 3 ft (0.9144 m) raster grid size, and uses a bare earth method
of data collection to produce the land level as accurately as possible. The sea-level
datums for the LiDAR and DEMs were not the same, so I adjusted the LiDAR dataset to
match the MHW datum of NOAA’s bathymetry data in ArcGIS by using landmarks
(primarily roadways) to calculate the average elevation offset. The offset was similar in
both Deer Lagoon and Doe-Kag-Wats, with Deer Lagoon being lowered 2.8 m and DoeKag-Wats being lowered 2.0 m. These values were determined by collecting 25 points of
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elevation from Deer Lagoon and 15 points form Doe-Kag-Wats, which had a standard
deviation compared to average offset of 0.68 m and 0.89 m, respectively. I subtracted the
average offset from every elevation in the LiDAR topography. Next I merged the LiDAR
to the NOAA bathymetry using the merge raster function in ArcGIS (Fig. 5A). Where
this coupling left any large steps (greater than 0.3 m) in elevation (Fig. 5B) along the
merged edges between dataset, I created rasterized polygons in ArcGIS to convert the
jumps into smooth ramps (Fig. 5C). This was primarily an issue affecting the merged
topography/bathymetry at Doe-Kag-Wats, where there was a 0.42 m step up running
parallel to the bay (Fig. 5B). I made one polygon patch to match the lowest point of
bathymetry, then built three more patches, splitting the 0.42 m step into 0.14 m stepped
increments, smoothing out the bathymetry. For Doe-Kag-Wats, the merging of
topography and bathymetry is assumed to produce a land surface representative of a
MHW datum, but could be off of the true MHW datum by 0.5 to 1.0 m. Lastly, for
Cascadia subduction zone models, I used NOAA’s ETOPO 30-arc second bathymetry
and topography to include the Pacific in the modeling domain.
The modern topography of Deer Lagoon includes two dikes that would not have
been present before the 20th century. Therefore, as an additional step for the Deer Lagoon
bathymetry and topography, I removed these features in ArcGIS by creating polygon
shapefiles to cover the dikes. I gave each polygon an elevation that matched the
surrounding topography and/or created a gentle ramp across the dikes. After rasterizing
the shapefiles and merging the new rasters to the original topography, I had a topography
that more closely aligns with that of the lagoon pre-diking (Fig. 6).

Modeling: Earthquakes
Seafloor deformation is needed by GeoClaw to initiate a tsunami. I selected three
earthquakes to use in this study: one that approximates the 1050-1020 cal BP Seattle fault
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earthquake and two Cascadia-generated earthquakes. The Seattle fault rupture was
provided by Dr. Randall LeVeque
(http://depts.washington.edu/ptha/dtopo/seattlefault_uniform.tt3), and was originally
developed by Titov et al. (2003) to match observed surface deformation and subsurface
characteristics reported by Bucknam et al. (1992), ten Brink et al. (2002), and Pratt et al.
(1997), among others. This source has been used for tsunami modeling by Venturato et
al. (2007), and Walsh et al. (2003). The two Cascadia earthquakes are the Cascadia L1
and M2 source models developed by Wang et al. (2003) with geometries explained in
Witter et al. (2013). Both sources have been converted to GeoClaw format, and were
provided by Dr. Randall LeVeque (depts.washington.edu/ptha/dtopo). The L1 source is
used by the State of Washington as the credible worst-case rupture along the Cascadia
fault zone (Eungard et al., 2018a), and the M2 represents the most likely rupture to
happen along the Cascadia fault zone (Table 3; Witter et al., 2013). Witter et al. (2013)
refers to turbidite T6 as the most recent L event (2420-2700 cal BP), which most closely
matches buried soil N (~2400-2600 cal BP). We use the M2 source as a proxy for the
1700 A.D. Cascadia event, although Witter et al. (2013) suggests that 1700 was likely
smaller than M2, so this source model might overestimate the 1700 tsunami.
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Figure 5. (A) The merged topography (LiDAR from Washington DNR) and bathymetry
(NOAA Puget Sound 1/3 arcsecond bathymetry) raster produced to represent the surface
of Doe-Kag-Wats adjusted to the vertical datum of MHW. Box in (A) highlights the
offset between topography and bathymetry at the merge boundary. (B) The polygons I
created to cover the offset, with ramped elevation values. (C) The final result after
rasterizing the polygons and overwriting these elevations onto the merged topography
and bathymetry to form a continuous surface at the boundary.
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Figure 6. Removal of modern topography. Final merged raster of the bathymetry
(combined bathymetry from NCEI) and topography (LiDAR from Washington DNR) of
the tidal inlet at Deer Lagoon. As used to correct the offset of data at Doe-Kag-Wats (Fig.
5), I created polygons with ramped elevation values, rasterized and merged them to the
modern surface to remove the dikes and other anthropogenic features. Removing these
features allows for a more accurate representation of the topography pre-diking for
tsunami simulations.
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Table 3. Earthquake parameters of Cascadia tsunami scenarios from Witter et al. (2013).
Maximum slip is a product of estimated time interval between ruptures needed for this
size of rupture takes place, and a convergence rate of southern Oregon (32 mm/yr),
Average slip is 0.49 % of maximum slip estimates.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
General Site Stratigraphy and Surface Environments: Deer Lagoon
The modern surface environments in Deer Lagoon include (1) a freshwater marsh
in West and South Deer Lagoon maintained by the passive western dike, (2) a drier marsh
and grassland in East Deer Lagoon with active pumping through the eastern dike to
maintain conditions, (3) an intertidal mudflat between the dikes, and (4) the two sand
spits fronting the marshes. West and South Deer Lagoon are primarily colonized by
Typha latifoli, Equisetum sp., Scirpus sp., and a number of unidentified woody shrubs
and segmented grasses. Rubus armeniacus (Himalayan blackberry) has colonized many
of the drier areas. East Deer Lagoon additionally contains quantities of lambs quarters,
thistles, and bittersweet nightshade, among other plants. The intertidal mudflat was
sparsely vegetated, but included Triglochin maritima, Distichlis spicata, and Salicornia
sp. at the upper extent of the tidal range. Intertidal mudflats sediments were a majority
dark gray silt/mud, with medium sand in the tidal drainage channels. The sand spits
quickly transition to the beach at Deer Lagoon, which is sandy and well sorted, and has a
shallow slope towards deeper water. Driftwood and shells accumulate along the
shoreline. The sand spits nearly fully enclose Deer Lagoon, with only ~100 m open
between the west and east spits allowing for tidal waters to flood the un-diked mudflats.
The spits rise between 3 and 4 m above mean high water on both the eastern and western
barriers.
Using data from the 65 cores taken at Deer Lagoon (Fig. 7), we divide the
subsurface stratigraphy of Deer Lagoon into 5 primary lithologic facies and one
correlatable event bed. These facies (brown peat, red-brown peat, purple peat, grey mud,
and basal sand) are designated to correspond to a unique environment of deposition (Fig.
8). We found modern equivalents of the brown peat, grey mud, and basal sand across
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Deer Lagoon.

Figure 7 Coring locations in Deer Lagoon. (A) Coring locations (circles) in West Marsh
from this study and the 1998 study. Smaller circles show GPS locations of cores, larger
circles denote estimated locations based off field notes. Yellow cores contain both the
event layer and the mud-over-peat contact, red include only the mud-over-peat contact,
and grey do not have the mud-over-peat contact so an event layer cannot be identified.
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Figure 7 Coring locations in Deer Lagoon. (B) Coring locations (circles) in East Marsh
from this study and the 1998 study. Yellow cores contain both the event layer and the
mud-over-peat contact, red include only the mud-over-peat contact, and grey do not have
the mud-over-peat contact so an event layer cannot be identified. Red dashed line
indicates South Whidbey Island fault trace (U.S. Geological Survey, Quaternary faults
and fold database for the United States).
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Figure 7 Coring locations in Deer Lagoon. (C) Coring locations (circles) in South Marsh.
Yellow cores contain both the event layer and the mud-over-peat contact, red include
only the mud-over-peat contact, and grey do not have the mud-over-peat contact so an
event layer cannot be identified.
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Figure 8. Generalized stratigraphy across Deer Lagoon split by location: West Marsh,
South Marsh, and East Marsh. Stratigraphy is defined by the facies definitions described
in the stratigraphy results section.
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We divided the peat into three distinct facies, brown peat, red-brown peat, and
purple peat, primarily based on their color and identifiable macro-organics. We
encountered the fibrous brown peat facies at nearly every coring location as the
uppermost stratigraphy, it was composed of the afore mentioned vegetation of Deer
Lagoon. In the few cores missing the brown peat facies, coring began in soil or mud. Soil
was more often seen in the drier East Marsh, and mud in South Marsh, which was
generally water saturated. The brown peat was generally between 20 and 50 cm in
thickness, and was composed nearly entirely of roots and rhizomes of herbaceous plants.
The lower boundary was interpreted as the timing of diking of Deer Lagoon (1915/16
A.D.). The purple peat facies in the western marsh of Deer Lagoon (Fig. 2, 8; West
Marsh), a dark purple, sapric, herbaceous peat, was similar to the freshwater brown peat
facies, although with organic material typically more decayed owing to its age (this facies
was found at 2-2.5 m depth). The units were generally 20-40 cm thick, with the deep
purple coloring oxidizing at the surface to a near black color. Although highly fibrous
(interpreted as primarily roots), the purple peat facies had little identifiable macroorganics with the exception of a large number of tear-shaped black seeds (~2.0 mm in
length and ~1.5 mm in width), preliminarily identified as a type of Juncaceae (rush) seed.
Hardstem bulrush and Seacoast bulrush were documented in the Snohomish delta as
supratidal to upper intertidal, respectively, indicative of emerging marshes (Bourgeois
and Johnson, 2001).
The red-brown peat was rooted herbaceous peat typically with distinguishable
plant material. Organic material is typically fibrous, but due to its age it often included
some portion of decayed and indistinct organic humus. Across Deer Lagoon the range for
organic humus in the red-brown peat was between 0 and 50%, while maintaining a
fibrous component between 12% to 75%. Some of the identifiable macro-organics were
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observed in growth position, including salt-tolerant Triglochin maritima and Distichlis
spicata. The combination of components of the red-brown peat was always at least 1225% in place organic material (roots, rootlets, rhizomes) (Table 2), with varying
components of humus and/or mineral mud (silt to clay). This facies ranges between
including 0-50% mineral mud with the organic component depending on location: there
is no mineral component in the red-brown peat of West Deer Lagoon, while the redbrown peat seen in East and South can have 25% to 50% mineral material. We define the
red-brown peat as never having greater than 50% mineral mud; the 50% threshold marks
the transition to the grey mud facies. The species of salt tolerant plants observed in the
red-brown peat, and the presence of grey mud is similar to the upper-intertidal facies
seen in the Snohomish delta described by Bourgeois and Johnson (2001). Therefore, we
infer that the red-brown peat also formed in an upper-intertidal environment.
The brown to grey micaceous mud of the grey mud facies had limited evidence of
in situ vegetation growth, with most examples of identifiable macro-organics being
segments of tide flat pioneer flora (Triglochin and Distichlis). Organic content of the grey
mud facies was typically either decomposed and humified, or sparse carbonized black
organic fragments (roots, rootlets, stems). Rare units of peaty mud (up to 25% rooted
material) were identified, often on transitional boundaries between the red-brown peat
facies and the grey mud. In drier locations within ~100 cm of the surface the grey mud
facies displays red, orange, or black mottling. Black to dark gray mottling was observed
in all three sites (West, East and South), while red mottling was mostly associated with
East and South deposits. The grey mud facies was thick to very thick (between ~0.5 to 1
m) and could be interbedded with lenses (~1-2 cm thick) of fine to medium micaceous
sand, and have laminae of lighter and darker grey.
The basal sand is the stratigraphically lowest facies seen in Deer Lagoon (Fig. 8).
Physical characteristics of this facies included a clean, grey, coarse to medium sand with
little organic content. The upper surface of basal sand units was encountered at 25
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locations, but the thickness is unknown as it could not be cored through with the auger.
One interpreted event bed correlatable across the study area was found in the
stratigraphy of East, West and South Deer Lagoon in 14 cores (Fig. 9). The bed was
composed of either fine to very fine sand or grey mud, and it varied in thickness from
~0.5 cm to the thickness of a few sand grains (Fig. 10). The lower boundary was
consistently sharp and the deposit had a distinct absence of organic material. The layer
was correlatable between cores because of its consistent stratigraphic position at 10-20
cm below the upper contact of the highest red-brown peat (Fig. 8).
Stratigraphic relationships in Deer Lagoon follow similar patterns in the three
regions (West, East, and South) (Fig. 8) (Appendix B). The common order of stratigraphy
follows: brown peat, grey mud, red-brown peat, and grey mud, followed by the basal
sand. In West Deer Lagoon, the purple peat facies is stratigraphically in the red-brown
peat near its contact with the lower grey mud facies (Fig. 8). The upper unit of modern
brown peat mantles the modern field area. There is a sharp (over 1-2 cm) boundary
separating this unit from the tidal mud it overlies. The contact between the grey mud and
the red-brown peat is often abrupt to clear and is consistent across Deer Lagoon (Fig.
10). The lower contact of the red-brown peat is gradational into the lower grey mud in
East and South marsh, but in West marsh there is a sharp contact between the red-brown
peat and the purple peat facies, before grading into the lower grey mud. Where we can
find the lowest facies contact, the boundary between the lower grey mud and basal sand
is clear, with some instances of increases sand lenses near the contact.
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Figure 9. Correlation of the event deposit across all three sections of Deer Lagoon (West, South, East Marshes). Distance between
cores not to scale.
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Figure 10. Image from core 59-19, in South Marsh showing the sharp contact between the
grey mud and red-brown peat at 70 cm. The thin grey event bed is seen at 83 cm depth.

General Site Stratigraphy and Surface Environments: Doe-Kag-Wats
The modern surface environments in Doe-Kag-Wats include (1) a tidally
influenced salt marsh extending behind the spits, (2) incised muddy tidal drainage
channels where there is little to no living vegetation, (3) a salt marsh with patchy to
continuous driftwood cover, with driftwood density increasing landward, before
becoming (4) an upland forest. Protecting the salt marsh are (5) spits and a stoney beach
composed primarily of cobbles, sand, shell fragments, driftwood, and some grasses. The
modern salt marsh surface of Doe-Kag-Wats has been colonized by Salicornia depressa
(dominant) and Distichlis spicata, with less common Triglochin maritima and sporadic
Cuscta sp. (dodder), among other less prevalent species.
We divide the subsurface stratigraphy of Doe-Kag-Wats into 4 facies: basal sand,
sapric peat, muddy yellow peat, and fibrous yellow peat, with common driftwood
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throughout (Fig. 11) that are designated to correspond to a unique environment of
deposition. Cores in the marsh were only of the upper 2 m of stratigraphy so do not
represent the full depositional history of the marsh. We found modern depositional
environments across Doe-Kag-Wats for basal sand, muddy yellow peat, and fibrous
yellow peat, as well as the driftwood.
The basal sand was found only nearest the spit on the western transect of the field
site (cores DKW 1 and 2) (Fig. 3); this facies likely exists elsewhere in the marsh below
the depth of coring. The basal sand was a muddy, moderately sorted sand, generally fine
to very fine, with pebbles (0.2-0.5 cm) scattered throughout.
The overlying sapric peat facies, between ~30 and 80 cm in thickness was
decayed and indistinct, with little identifiable macro-organics beyond fine roots and few
rhizomes. The peat included large driftwood chucks; pieces able to be retrieved in the
core were ~1-1.5 cm in diameter and 2-3 cm in length. This facies was comprised of
nearly all organic material, of which 50-75% of the organic material was decomposed

Figure 11. (A) Generalized stratigraphy of Doe-Kag-Wats. Stratigraphy is defined by the
facies definitions described in the stratigraphy results section. (B) Image of contact
(dashed white line) between the upper fibrous yellow peat and the lower muddy yellow
peat.
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and sapric. The non-decomposed plant material forming the peat being unidentified roots,
rootlets, and rhizomes. The sapric peat had a red-brown color, often a more reddish color
in areas of less decay. Because of the density of driftwood in this facies and that there is
little mineral competent in this facies, we interpret it as representing a depositional
environment similar to the driftwood-covered landward extent of the marsh.
Above the sapric peat facies we define two peat facies (fibrous yellow peat and
muddy yellow peat) separated by color and composition of the mineral components. The
fibrous yellow peat facies mantles the majority of the marsh, and is generally ~10 to 20
cm thick. Minor amounts of mud or humus were noted in the facies, which was nearly
totally comprised of rooted herbaceous material from the previously defined modern
vegetation. This lack of mineral components differentiated this facies from the muddy
yellow peat, which was generally 12-25% mineral material (very fine sand to mud). The
muddy yellow peat was yellow-grey to yellow-brown in color, being greyer when more
mud was present. The organics in the muddy yellow peat were typically partly decayed
Salicornia depressa and Distichlis spicata. This facies was ~60-90 cm thick, with a sharp
lower contact, and contained less detrital wood than in the sapric peat, although small
wood fragments were observed throughout. Cores on the east side of the marsh, near the
opening of the spit (cores 7-10; Fig. 3) include laminations of interbedded mud to very
fine sand with the peat. Because the laminations are similar to modern marsh deposition
near the mouth of the spit, the higher mineral content of the muddy yellow peat relative to
the fibrous yellow peat is interpreted as an increase of tidal influence, and places that
facies closer to the tidal inlet and the fibrous yellow peat was seen farther.
We found a similar combination of facies in the Doe-Kag-Wats salt marsh
compared to the cores taken at Doe-Kag-Wats by Dr. Andrew Moore during his 1991
study. Dr. Moore’s notes show a fibrous to muddy peat, sitting atop a sapric peat, which
is a similar sequence of marsh stratigraphy observed in our study (Fig. 11). Dr. Moore
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interprets the driftwood differently than we do: he describes the sapric peat as a woody
peat, while we interpret the wood to have been driftwood, not deposited in a forested bog
or woody environment. More importantly, Dr. Moore traced two possible medium to fine
sand layers, one at ~40 cm and one at ~170 cm in depth parallel to the spit, that we were
unable to locate. This may be an artifact of our limited number of cores and their
locations.

14

C Radiocarbon Dates
I sent 7 samples to the DirectAMS laboratory, Bothell, WA for radiocarbon (14C)

dating in 2019 and 2020, and I have two dates from the study by Dr. Bourgeois and Dr.
Johnson from Beta Analytic INC. Miami, FL in 1998, all from Deer Lagoon (Table 4). I
dated mainly portions of rhizomes from Triglochin maritima, but also one Distichlis
spicata rhizome and one unidentified macro-organic. I calibrated the dates from the
laboratory analyses using Oxcal 4.3.2 (Bronk and Ramsey, 2017) and the IntCal13
atmospheric curve (Reimer et al., 2013).
The oldest dates we have of the marsh stratigraphy come from the work of Dr.
Bourgeois and Dr. Johnson’s fieldwork in 1998; Core 07-98 produced a calibrated date of
4825-4521 BP at a depth of 381-393 cm, which dates a lower section of grey mud. A
second date from the 1998 fieldwork in red-brown peat at ~2 m depth from the same core
was 2991-2785 cal BP. I dated Triglochin from core 31-19 (sample 31-19b) from a
roughly similar litho-stratigraphic position in the red-brown peat as being 2745-2492 cal
BP (Fig. 12). This sample of Triglochin showed a high degree of preservation and was in
its natural growth position. The Triglochin in sample 31-19a was similarly well preserved
and in growth position allowing me to estimate sedimentation rates in the Discussion
section below.
Sample 31-19a and three other samples (Table 4; Fig. 13B) were used to
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determine the age of the contact between the grey mud overlying the red-brown peat.
Calibrated ages of samples vary between 1174 and 673 BP, giving a 500-year age range
for this surface. While some measured ages overlap, any combination of these dates fails
the Chi-squared (χ2) statistical test (Oxcal 4.3.2 (Bronk and Ramsey, 2017)), suggesting
asynchronicity to the contact. More dates of the surface with a focus on elevation and
inland position are needed to confidently make inferences of the timing of this facies
transition.
Fragmented Triglochin rhizome segments preserved just above the event deposit
in core 33-19 were calibrated as 2300-2007 yrs cal BP. Conversely, dating of growth
position Distichlis rhizomes found along the basal layer of the event deposit (sample 5119b) are dated as 899-700 yrs cal BP. Resolving the timing of the event layer from these
very different age results is complicated and as such is addressed in the Discussion
section.
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Figure 12. Deer Lagoon stratigraphic ages. Detailed stratigraphic columns from Deer
Lagoon with depth of samples and their 14C age analysis results. Core locations are
identified in Fig. 7. Dates are all shown in calibrated years BP.

Table 4: Results of 14C analyses of all samples from Deer Lagoon; calibration using
OxCal v4.3.2 (Bronk and Ramsey, 2017; IntCal13 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al.
2013)).
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Figure 13. Probability distributions histograms of the Deer Lagoon 14C results from
OxCal v4.3.2 (Bronk and Ramsey, 2017; IntCal13 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al.
2013)). (A) All dates collected and (B) dates of the contact between the red-brown peat
and grey mud.
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Grain Size Analysis
Using both a Malvern Mastersizer 3000 and a Retsch Technology CAMSIZER, I
performed grain size analysis on 15 Deer Lagoon samples: 3 samples of the basal sands,
4 samples representing modern analogs, and 8 samples of the event layer. The
Mastersizer 3000 was used to analyze all samples other than the modern analogs of the
beach sand, and the hillslope sediments. For these samples with larger sediment sizes we
used the CAMSIZER.
The three types of sands analyzed (basal sand, modern beach, and hillslope) were
all unimodal. Sorting of these sediments ranged from moderately sorted in the beach
sand, poorly sorted for the hillslope sample, to very poor to poor sorting in the basal
sands (Fig. 14A and 14B). Basal sands all showed a similar grain size distribution to each
other, with a modal peak of 516 μm (coarse sand), but median grain sizes ranged from
160 to 438 μm (fine to medium sand) (Fig. 14A; Appendix C) due to variations in the
volume of the fine tail. The modern beach was also made up of coarse sand, with a modal
peak of 480 μm (Fig. 14B). Lastly, a sample of the sediment weathering out of the cliff to
the west of West Deer Lagoon had a median sediment size of 195 μm (fine sand), with
the modal peak at 276 μm (Fig. 14B), showing that this sample is consistently finer than
the beach or basal sand deposits.
The mud flat and tidal channels samples from just west of East Deer Lagoon both
contained silty mud with a peak grain size at 35 μm and 45 μm (coarse silt), respectively
(Fig. 14C), however the tidal channel sample was strongly bimodal, with a slightly larger
peak at medium sand (516 μm). As such, the median grain size of the tidal channel was
216 μm, although this size sediment was rare in the sample. The grain size analysis of the
tidal mud skews towards the finer material, while the tidal channel is coarsely skewed
(Appendix C). This combination of sand and mud found in the tidal flat causes the tidal
mud sample to be poorly sorted, and the tidal channel to be very poorly sorted.
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Samples from the event deposits across Deer Lagoon are a mix of moderately
sorted to very poorly sorted sediments (Appendix C), and have a large range of grain
sizes, with peaks varying from fine silt to coarse sand (Fig. 14D). The one sample
analyzed from West Marsh (core 33-19) was moderately sorted, with a modal peak at 586
μm and the largest average grain size of the event deposit at 470 μm, between medium
and coarse sand; these values are similar to the beach sand sample. Of the four samples
from East Marsh, two coarser samples from East Marsh had modal peaks at 127 and 144
μm, while the other two were dominated by coarse silt grains (peaks at 31 and 35 μm).
One of the coarse samples (49-19) was strongly fine-skewed with a small peak around 24
μm, similar to the finer two event deposit samples. The event layer in South Marsh was
the finest, with modes ranging from 14 to 21 μm, however, two of these samples were
also slightly bimodal with a smaller peak near 500 μm (Fig. 14D), a similar size to
sediments in the basal sand, beach and tidal channel samples.

Modeling
I simulated tsunami flooding from three earthquake sources— the Seattle fault
(SF1) and two Cascadia ruptures (L1 and M2)— at both field locations to compare to
observations. Using the merged bathymetry and topography described in the methods
section above, I compared modeled inundation observations at 10 simulated tide gauges
in Deer Lagoon and 7 at Doe-Kag-Wats (Fig. 15). I also produced maximum inundation
maps of the study areas along with high-resolution movies to visualize how the simulated
inundation takes place.
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Figure 14. Grain size distributions of sediments collected in Deer Lagoon: (A) basal
sands, (B) modern sediments from the beach and hillslope on the western edge of Deer
Lagoon, (C) modern sediments of the tidal flat, (D) samples of the event beds. For (D)
black line is from West Marsh, red lines from East Marsh, and blue lines from South
Marsh.
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Figure 15. Gauge locations at (A) Deer Lagoon and (B) Doe-Kag-Wats. Gauges are used
to record waveforms in tsunami simulations.
Deer Lagoon Simulations: SF1
Simulations of tsunamis created by seafloor deformation along the Seattle fault
would have caused significant flooding in Deer Lagoon, if it were to rupture at or near
mean high water (MHW). Because Deer Lagoon is located north of the Seattle fault, the
south-side uplift of a Seattle fault rupture creates a tsunami that first affects Deer Lagoon
as a negative wave. Simulations I produced indicated a withdrawal of 0.6 m in Useless
Bay 20 min after the rupture, with less drawdown seen within the estuary (~0.1 m) (Figs.
16, 17). At 27 min after SF1 rupture, the highest tsunami wave arrived, with wave heights
outside the spits 1.9 m above MHW at gauge 6 (Figs. 16). By 29 min after the rupture the
first wave overtopped spits to the east (Fig. 17C) and west (Fig. 18), resulting in flow
depths of 1.0 m. The initial flooding was followed by a second negative wave, which
produced the largest drawdown across the bay, 1-1.5 m below MHW at 44 minutes after
rupture. This was quickly followed by the second highest wave, with heights of 1.2-1.5 m
on the seaward side of the spit. It is after the arrival of the second wave that maximum
flooding of the lagoon occurred, presumably due to the slow draining of the lagoon (Fig.
17). The combination of these two waves at MHW, produced significant flooding of Deer
Lagoon via three primary locations: though the opening between the spits near gauge 9
(Fig. 16C), and by overtopping the spits at their easternmost and westernmost edges
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where the highest offshore wave heights occurred (Fig. 18). Maximum flow depths in the
lagoon were between 1.0 and 1.5 m, which diminished to 0.75 m at the northeastern-most
part of the lagoon (Fig. 18).
Simulating inundation in Deer Lagoon at lower points of the tidal cycle showed
how the difference in tidal level was critical to the flooding of the lagoon. While at MHW
the lagoon fully flooded, a tsunami failed to flood the lagoon at mean sea level (MSL).
Similar to the MHW simulation, the highest offshore wave heights at MSL were the
proximal ends of the spits, ranging from 2.0-2.5 m above the MHW datum of the
bathymetry/topography at the eastern extent, and 1.5-2.0 m in the west (Fig. 18B). This
resulted in minimal flooding inland of the spit as the wave overtops the spit with
generally less than 0.5 m flow depth; too little water to flood significantly into the
lagoon. At mean low water (MLW) the peak offshore wave heights are not enough to
overtop the spits (Fig. 18C).
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Figure 16. Deer Lagoon Seattle fault simulation gauge 6. (A-D) Series of images showing
simulated inundation of Deer Lagoon from a Seattle fault rupture at MHW. (A) is pretsunami arrival, (B) shows initial drawdown, (C) shows inundation starting in Deer
Lagoon when wave heights peak offshore and (D) shows lagoon-wide flooding inside
Deer Lagoon when water is at peak withdrawal offshore. (E) Simulated waveform at
gauge 6, seaward of the spits.
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Figure 17. Deer Lagoon Seattle fault simulation gauge 10. (A-D) Series of images
showing simulated inundation of Deer Lagoon from a Seattle fault rupture at MHW. (A)
is pre-tsunami arrival, (B) shows peak drawdown in the marsh while inundation has
begun in the mouth and over the western spit, (C) shows inundation of the marsh as water
overtops the spit to the east, and (D) shows lagoon-wide flooding in Deer Lagoon with
peak wave heights in the lagoon. (E) Simulated waveform at gauge 10, in the lagoon.
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Figure 18. Deer Lagoon Seattle fault maximum inundation. Simulated maximum wave
heights at Deer Lagoon from a Seattle fault tsunami (SF1). (A) is at MHW, (B) MSL, and
(C) MLW. The colorbar shows the maximum wave height in the ocean above MHW
while over land the colorbar shows maximum flow depth above the surface.
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Deer Lagoon Simulations: Cascadia
Simulations of tsunamis created by seafloor deformation along Cascadia
subduction zone using the L1 Cascadia earthquake would have caused significant
inundation in Deer Lagoon but not the M2 Cascadia earthquake (a source similar to the
1700 A.D. earthquake (Witter et al., 2013)). For the Cascadia scenarios (L1 and M2), the
highest amplitude waves reached Deer Lagoon arrived at 2.29 hrs after the earthquake.
The maximum wave heights during MHW from L1 includes flow depths in the western
lagoon of 0.5 to 0.75 m, and below 0.5 m in the east (Fig. 19). Highest wave heights from
the offshore gauge 6 were 1.25 m for L1 and 0.8 m for M2. Compared to the Seattle fault
scenario, the L1 scenario produced lower flow depths across Deer Lagoon (Fig. 18 vs
Fig. 19), however the scenarios were otherwise similar in that inundation of the lagoon
was mostly eliminated at tidal cycles near MSL and lower (Fig. 18B, C; Fig. 19B, C).
Simulated M2 inundation was limited even at MHW, with a maximum flow depth below
0.25 m in the lagoon (Fig. 20).
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Figure 19. Deer Lagoon Cascadia L1 maximum inundation. Simulated maximum wave
heights at Deer Lagoon from the L1 Cascadia scenario. (A) is at MHW, (B) MSL, and
(C) MLW. The colorbar shows the maximum wave height in the ocean above MHW
while over land the colorbar shows maximum flow depth above the surface.
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Figure 20. Deer Lagoon Cascadia M2 maximum inundation. Simulated maximum wave
heights at Deer Lagoon from the M2 Cascadia scenario. (A) is at MHW, (B) MSL, and
(C) MLW. The colorbar shows the maximum wave height in the ocean above MHW
while over land the colorbar shows maximum flow depth above the surface.
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Doe-Kag-Wats Simulations: SF1 and Cascadia
The proximity and parallel orientation of Doe-Kag-Wats to the Seattle fault
resulted in larger wave heights from the SF1 tsunami than from the Cascadia L1 tsunami
(Fig. 21, 22). The M2 tsunami failed to inundate Doe-Kag-Wats at MSL. The SF1
simulation reached Doe-Kag-Wats nearly instantaneously (Fig. 21), developing into a
drawdown of 1.6 m below MSL, followed by two successive waves of 3.5 m arriving at
0.13 and 0.23 hrs (7 and 14 min) after rupture (Fig. 21). The simulated tsunami fully
overtopped the spits across the marsh (Fig. 23A). Another series of waves arrived at 0.73
hrs after rupture, with maximum wave heights of 1.4 m (Fig. 21). Flow depths in the
marsh were highest after the initial series of waves, with water reaching 3.4 m above
MSL (Fig. 23) and maximum flow depths ranging from 2.0 and 3.5 m depending on
location on the marsh surface or in the tidal drainage channels (Fig. 23A).
Cascadia simulations for Doe-Kag-Wats showed some inundation from the L1
scenario, but little effect from M2. For both Cascadia simulations, the lead negative wave
reached Doe-Kag-Wats at 1.5 hrs after rupture, with the highest amplitude waves arriving
at 2.4 hrs. The L1 simulation produced a maximum height in the bay of 1.2 m above
MHW and wave heights in the estuary channel with 0.7 m of water at the gauge in the
tidal channel (Fig. 22), with the majority of the tsunami entering though the inlet. The
smaller M2 tsunami did not enter the marsh at MHW and had a maximum wave height
offshore of only 0.6 m above MHW (Fig. 24).
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Figure 21. Simulated waveforms at Doe-Kag-Wats from a Seattle fault scenario (SF1) at
different tidal stages. (A) Gauge 6 is seaward of the spits, and (B) gauge 7 is landward of
the spits in the marsh.
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Figure 22. Simulated waveforms at Doe-Kag-Wats from a L1 Cascadia scenario at
MHW. (A) Gauge 6 is seaward of the spits, and (B) gauge 7 is landward of the spits.
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Figure 23. Doe-Kag-Wats Seattle fault maximum inundation. Simulated maximum wave
heights at Doe-Kag-Wats from a Seattle fault scenario (SF1). (A) is at MHW, (B) MSL,
and (C) MLW. The colorbar shows the maximum wave height in the ocean above MHW
while over land the colorbar shows maximum flow depth above the surface.
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Figure 24. Simulated waveforms at Doe-Kag-Wats from a M2 Cascadia scenario at
MHW. (A) Gauge 6 is seaward of the spits, and (B) gauge 7 is landward of the spits.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
Tsunami Deposit in Deer Lagoon
An anomalous layer (typically a thin mud in a peat) correlated to approximately
the same stratigraphic position was found in 14 out of 49 cores across Deer Lagoon: 3 in
West Marsh, 4 in East Marsh, and 4 in South Marsh, as well as one core from the 1998
field study. The stratigraphic position is defined as 10-20 cm below a contact with the
red-brown peat underlying tidal mud (Fig. 8). In West Marsh, the layer averages 19 cm
below the contact while in both the East and South marsh it averages 13 cm below. The
layer is mineral rich with no discernable organic content and sharp upper and lower
contacts separating it from the surrounding background fibrous peat to peaty muds. The
deposit can be correlated across Deer Lagoon (Fig. 9), indicating a broad spatial extent. I
interpret the layer as an event deposit due to this lack of organic material and sharp
contacts, which indicates a rapid increase of depositional energy. The event deposit in
Deer Lagoon is consistent with the previously described outline of tsunami deposits: a
thin (generally 0.5cm), sheet-like deposit that displays a sharp upper and lower boundary
(Martin and Bourgeois, 2012; Morton et al., 2007).
Tsunami deposits made of mud are less commonly preserved than sandy deposits,
but are known to be produced by tsunamis (Chagué-Goff et al, 2012; Goff et al., 2012;
Goff and Chagué-Goff, 1999; Goto et al., 2011). Muddy event deposits have been
attributed to tsunami inundation in coastal wetlands of New Zealand, with the muddy
source being the tidal flats the waves crossed before deposition in the wetlands (Goff and
Chagué-Goff, 1999). The tidal flats providing sediment for the inundation observed by
Goff and Chagué-Goff (1999) is a similar setting to that seen in Deer Lagoon. Inland
inundation associated with the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake produced a mud dominated
tsunami deposit 4.5 km from the shore (Chagué-Goff et al, 2012; Goto et al., 2011).
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Muddy deposits in the Sendai Plain were sourced as the tsunami crossed paddy fields and
canals, where it continued to suspend the finer materials of these sources. Additionally,
sandy tsunami deposits summarized in Morton et al. (2007) can contain a muddy cap,
showing the ability for tsunamis to erode, transport, and deposit fine-grained sediments
through suspension.
Locally to Puget Sound, Swantown Marsh on the west coast of Whidbey Island
(Fig. 1) contains tsunami deposits from multiple Cascadia events (Williams and
Hutchinson, 2000) that are a mix of mud and sand, indicating deposits derived from fine
grain-sized, muddy sources are not unknown in Puget Sound. In Bellingham Bay other
Cascadia deposits are a mix of sand and mud, with up to 40% mud (Morkner, 2019).

Interpretation of Fine-grained Tsunami Deposition
In the case of Deer Lagoon, there are three likely sediment sources for tsunami
deposition: the tide flats north of the spits, the beach sand and the sand making up the
spits, or the offshore sediment. Grain size analysis shows that these potential sources
have very different distributions: tide flat sediments are bimodal with peaks at 35 μm and
516 μm, unimodal beach sand peaks at 480 μm (Fig. 14B, C), and the offshore sediments
are described as 41.3% medium sand (250-500 μm) by the Washington Department of
Ecology (2014). Two of the event layer samples had modes of fine sand (127 μm and 163
μm) with a medium silt tail, while the other five show silt modes between 15 and 35 μm
(Fig. 14D) but are nearly bi-modal with a second peak at ~450 μm. The mud peak and/or
tail of all these samples matches the mud of the tidal flats, while those samples with
peaks at ~400 μm match the grain size of the beach sand and tidal channels. However, the
two event layers with modes of fine sand do not overlap with any grain size distribution I
analyzed from elsewhere in Deer Lagoon. Although the offshore samples published by
the Washington Department of Ecology (2014) do say that offshore sediments which are
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made up of 29.2% fine sand (260-120 μm), it would be unlikely for a tsunami to transport
exclusively the fine-sand sized sediment and leave the medium sand sediment behind,
without some external cause for the fractionation. The fine grained deposits in East and
South Marshes are dominated by the tidal mud, and beach sand, with some elements of
the offshore sediments in 49-19 and 51-19 (Fig. 14D).
The Deer Lagoon event deposit is thinner than other deposits attributed to the
Seattle Fault tsunami in Puget Sound, 0.5 cm to a few grains thick compared to others
that are thicker than 1 cm (Atwater and Moore, 1992; Arcos, 2012; Bourgeois and
Johnson, 2001). The thinness and lack of internal structure of the Deer Lagoon deposit
could indicate that the inundation from the tsunami was less severe at this location than
the other described locations. Simulations show inundation across the lagoon as generally
between 1-1.25 m flow depth (Fig. 19) and up to 2 m in the southwest and southeast
edges of the marsh, most likely due to the spits being overtopped at these locations.
Tsunami deposits at Cultus Bay and the Snohomish delta show inland grain size
fining, which is an expected feature of tsunami generated deposits (Bourgeois and
Johnson, 2001; Moore, 2001), but the grain size patterns are complicated in the deposits
in Deer Lagoon (Fig. 25). The protected nature of Deer Lagoon limits inundation, as the
height of the spits across the embayment could occlude the direct inundation from the
tsunami, forcing water that flooded the lagoon to be channeled through the relatively
narrow inlet between the spits or over the spits in isolated locations. Overtopping the
spits could introduce sediments scoured from the spits and the beach as the wave eroded
its way into the marsh, resulting in sandier deposits expected near those overtopping
points. This inundation style would therefore leave larger grain sizes at the east and
western extent of the lagoon, and finer grained sediments towards the mouth. As an
added complication to inland fining, there would also be input of sediment from the
tsunami entering from the mouth. Further complicating the possibility of inland fining is
the paleotopography of the region. Deposits found in East Marsh are located on a paleo63

high, an island between channels, which can be seen in the historic maps of the lagoon
(Fig. 4). In general the deposit is patchy with inconsistent grain size, such as the example
of the core 33-19 coring location in West Marsh; the sample analyzed showed a median
grain size of 518 μm (coarse sand), while 1 m away in a different core hole (33-19 E) the
deposit was described as clean grey mud (Fig. 26).
The complex pattern of sedimentation of the tsunami deposit in Deer Lagoon
shows how overtopping inundation into a nearly closed off barrier lagoon will not result
in a typical tsunami deposit, however, the variability can give clues into the flow
dynamics. The Deer Lagoon deposit is atypical of most tsunami deposits (and other
Seattle fault tsunami deposits) in that it is made up of fine-grained material, it is patchy,
and it does not show inland fining. The muddiness of the deposit, as discussed above, is
likely due to the source material being primarily the tidal flats. The patchiness of the
deposit and lack of inland fining could have been caused by the inundation of the lagoon
coming from three locations, two sites of spit overtopping and the tidal inlet, as the
modeling shows (Appendix D). The sources of inflow would induce a chaotic inundation
pattern behind the spits, leaving a deposit that is equally chaotic. Many of the core
locations I selected would not show inland fining because if water overtopped the spits on
either side of the lagoon, this would result in water flowing from both an “inland” and
“seaward” direction compared to the mouth of the spit.
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Figure 25. Grainsize trends found in the tsunami deposit across Deer Lagoon. X-axes give location of the core relative to the tidal
inlet, y-axes shows the grain size in microns (note grain size in West Marsh at a larger scale). Triangles note D10 (coarsest), circles
are D50 and squares are D90 (finest). Colors link to marsh location: black is West Mash, red East, and blue South.
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Figure 26. Photograph and interpreted stratigraphy of core 33-19 E, taken within 1 m of
33-19. Image shows grey mud with a muddy peat transition from 143 to 145 cm, where
there is the contact with the red-brown peat. The muddy tsunami deposit is below the red
brown peat at 147 cm, slightly deformed by coring.
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Dating of the Tsunami Deposit Using 14C and Sedimentation Rates
The two 14C dates from immediately below the event deposit at two cores are not
compatible— 2300-2007 vs. 899-700 cal BP (Table 4; Fig. 12). I will use sedimentation
rates and discussion of the stratigraphy and dated material to discuss why the older date is
likely erroneous, while the younger of the dates agrees with timing of the last Seattle fault
rupture of 1050-1030 cal BP.
Two radiocarbon (14C) ages (31-19a and 31-19b; Table 4) processed from core
31-19 provide a means of calculating a sedimentation rate of the red-brown peat in West
Deer Lagoon. The dates both come from the in-situ leaf base of Triglochin maritima
macrofossils, a part of the plant that is coincident with the surface of the marsh. The two
dates give a reasonably good indication of the sedimentation rate of the red-brown peat
facies; the lower date is found in the red-brown peat, sampled at a depth of 230 cm and
the upper date at a depth of 140 cm is located only 6 cm above the upper contact of the
red-brown peat (Fig. 27). Using the minimum and maximum range of these dates and the
thickness of the peat between samples, the sedimentation rate is 0.5-0.6 mm/yr. This
sedimentation rate is dominated by the accumulation of organic sediments, as there is
little mineral component, apart from the 6 cm of muddy peat below the upper sample
location.
Using the method discussed above, I also calculated the sedimentation rate of the
grey mud facies from core 31-19, using a dated sample of Triglochin maritima at 140 cm
depth to the diking contact at a depth of 44 cm. The diking of West Marsh is known in
the historical record to have been completed in 1916 A.D. (Wood, 2002). Using these
known dates, I found a sedimentation rate of 1.1-1.3 mm/yr. This is a higher
sedimentation rate than described above, but it includes much more mud than peat (Fig.
27) and shows that in Deer Lagoon sediment accumulation from tidal processes occurs at
a faster rate than that of peat.
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The sedimentation rate of peat growth in Deer Lagoon is comparable to organic
sediment accumulation elsewhere in western Washington. Estimations of peat
accumulation rates across all of western Washington can vary between 0.1 to 0.8 mm/yr;
Kulzer et al., (2001) puts the average annual accumulation at 0.62 mm/yr. Thom (1992)
reported a mean accretion rate for low intertidal saltmarshes across six sites in the Pacific
Northwest (Washington and Oregon coasts) as 3.6 mm/yr. It is important to note these
estimates are for peat accumulation and not post-compaction sedimentation rates.
Sedimentations rates show that the age of the 2300-2007 cal BP date in core 3319 is not compatible with the stratigraphic relationships to surrounding contacts. The
stratigraphic position of the event bed was previously defined as between 10 and 20 cm
below the upper contact of the red-brown peat, where it underlies grey mud; the event
bed in core 33-19 is 11 cm below this contact (Fig. 12). However, using the
sedimentation rate calculated for peat accumulation in Deer Lagoon and the nearby date
of 964-802 cal BP for the red-brown peat - grey mud contact in core 31, an age of 23002007 cal BP for the event deposit would represent 80-52 cm of sediment (2300-802 yr *
0.6mm/yr and 2007-964 yr * 0.5mm/yr) compared to the 11 cm observed. Using this
same assumption, I would expect 11 cm of peat to take only 183-220 years (11
cm/(0.6mm/yr or 0.5mm/yr).
So why is the erroneous date so old? The organic material used for 14C dating was
taken from within 1 cm (above) the event bed and the selected material for dating was
segments and fragments of Triglochin rhizomes. Triglochin when in situ usually provides
a reliable date, however because none of the material was confidently determined to be in
growth position. Therefore, the fragmented material I selected could have been reworked
and transported though tidal processes or from the tsunami itself, or my sample was
somehow contaminated by older material in the preparation process. Triglochin is known
to be resistant to decomposition (Kemp et al., 2013), and therefore displaced “fossil”
material could be transported and reworked after some turbulent event, without total
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decomposition.
The younger date of the event deposit comes from Distichlis rhizomes directly
below the deposit in core 51-19 provides a better date of the tsunami deposit, but the 899700 cal BP is younger than the expected 1050-1030 cal BP age if the deposit is from the
Seattle fault tsunami. Distichlis rhizomes are less ideal than Triglochin for dating because
estimating an exact land surface relative to the rhizome can be imprecise as they grow
below rather that at the marsh surface (Kemp et al., 2013). Distichlis rhizomes are known
to propagate horizontally approximately (but not precisely) 10 cm below the growing
surface (Seliskar, 1983). If I assume that the 899-700 cal BP date of the rhizome right
below the event deposit represents a land surface ~10 cm above the rhizome, then using
the calculated peat accumulation of 0.5-0.6 mm/yr for the red brown peat, there is 167200 years between the event layer and the land surface represented by the rhizome (10
cm/0.6mm/yr or 0.5mm/yr). Adding this time to the core 51-19 date gives me a date
range 1099-867 cal BP, which overlaps the accepted timing in the of the last Seattle fault
rupture. Using the higher sedimentation rate calculated for the grey mud facies (1.1-1.3
mm/yr) the date of the event bed is 989-776 cal BP. Due to the muddy nature of the redbrown peat in core 51-19, the date of the event deposit would fall somewhere between
these two calculated ranges. Because of this analysis, I am reasonably confident in
linking the event deposit to the last rupture of the Seattle fault zone.

Sea-Level Rise in Deer Lagoon
Although not the focus of this study, a surprising find in Deer Lagoon was the
observation of a wide-spread contact between the red-brown peat and the grey mud
facies. This contact indicates a period of relative sea-level rise in the lagoon because the
environments of deposition changed from near supratidal (fibrous peats with little
mineral mud components) to intertidal (primarily mineral mud with little organic
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Figure 27. Core 31-19 sedimentation rates. Breakdown of the sections of core 31-19 used
for the calculating sedimentation rates in Deer Lagoon: the diking contact and two
locations of well-preserved Triglochin fossil rhizomes.
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components). The observed relative sea-level rise is seen in 26 cores across all of
Deer Lagoon (West, East and South marshes). The sharpness of the contact between
facies, ranging between 0.5 cm to 5 cm, indicates a rapid change in the environment
ofdeposition (Nelson et al., 1996; Sherrod, 2001), and the extent of the mapped area
shows an inundation of seawater across the lagoon. Cores without the shift in facies were
cores dominated by the grey mud facies, or cores with a short depositional history. These
settings could represent artifacts of past tidal channels or recent beach progradation, or be
areas of lower relative elevation where marsh plants never established.
The timing of the relative sea-level rise is constrained by four dates from directly
below the contact (Table 4; 1174-981, 946-802, 904-733, 729-673 cal BP). Using the
Chi-squared (χ2) statistical test (Oxcal 4.3.2 (Bronk and Ramsey, 2017)) to compare the
dates with one another, they all fail to be within a 5% chance of being a statistical fit of
overlap. Using the minimum and maximum of these dates, we can liberally refer to an
approximate 500-year span of time that the flooding could have taken place (Fig. 12).
The sharpness of the contact seen in some cores across the lagoon indicate a rapid
flooding of the marsh, but a greater sample size of dates would improve the confidence in
both the flooding timing and speed.
A precise mechanism for such a relative sea-level rise in Deer Lagoon is unknown
and requires further study, but relative sea-level rise in a coastal lowland setting could be
attributed to multiple factors. Sources of marsh subsidence include sediment settling and
compaction, increased sediment load from increased terrestrial flooding, and breaching of
sand bay-mouth bars (Bourgeois and Johnson, 2001; Sherrod, 2001). The location of
Deer Lagoon relative to the SWIF (Fig. 2) poses the potential for this relative sea-level
change to be evidence of an undocumented earthquake subsidence from the SWIF or
another nearby event. The buried soil in Deer Lagoon is stratigraphically younger than
the proposed paleotsunami event bed I attribute to the last rupture of the Seattle fault and
there is a history of earthquake-induced shaking submerging marshes in Puget Sound
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since 1050-1020 cal BP in the Snohomish delta (Bourgeois and Johnson, 2001). In the
Snohomish delta there was a marsh submergence event attributed to sediment compaction
from possible earthquake-induced shaking (“event D”). Event D has been temporally
constrained to 550-310 cal BP, which does not correlate directly to Deer Lagoon although
the mechanism may be similar and is an example of what I interpret as the most likely
catalyst for the submergence seen in Deer Lagoon: compaction and settling of sediments
due to ground shaking caused by an earthquake. The source could be an unknown
magnitude event along the SWIF or another series of crustal faults in Puget Sound. To
further investigate this theory, analysis of fossil diatoms (being conducted by Lourdes
Garcia and Isabel Hong) and more 14C dates are needed to better constrain the rate and
time of the submergence.
A consistent contact of freshwater marsh facies overtopping tidal mud facies is
another pervasive contact throughout the stratigraphy of Deer Lagoon between 20 and 40
cm below the surface. Today a freshwater marsh is seen in much of the field area created
by the diking of Deer Lagoon. Pre-diking maps show a complex network of tidally
dominated channels with marshy islands (Fig. 4) (Lawson, 1872). The stratigraphy of the
marsh conforms to these recorded observations; the diking limited the influx of seawater,
changing a lagoonal tide flat environment into a freshwater marsh.

The Tide Level During the Seattle Fault Tsunami at Both Sites
Modeling of the Seattle fault tsunami that deposited the tsunami deposit described
in this study gives insight into the tidal stage at the time of the earthquake. Modeled
inundation of Deer Lagoon is negligible at any point near that of low tide (Fig. 18). Flow
depths in Deer Lagoon at MHW would easily allow for suspension-transported sediments
to be deposited while at tidal heights lower than MSL the inundation into the lagoon is
spatially restricted and flow depths are too thin to allow for much deposition. Only when
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simulated at MHW is there evidence of the inundation necessary to produce a deposit
across the lagoon similar to what we mapped (Fig. 9).
Physical evidence of the last Seattle fault tsunami was elusive in the salt marsh at
Doe-Kag-Wats, even though modeling suggests that inundation would have been
extensive at MHW. Even at MLW flow depth exceeded 1 m in the eastern part of the
marsh (Fig. 23A, C). We found no correlatable sand layers in Doe-Kag-Wats in our 10
cores, although Moore in his 1991 study worked on tracing two possible sand layers in
his preliminary work there (Andrew Moore, unpublished data, 1991). I would expect
from the heights and flow speeds of the Seattle fault tsunami simulated in Doe-Kag-Wats
that regardless of tidal cycle (MHW-MLW), the spit would be overtopped and eroded,
allowing sand to be transported across the marsh, producing a deposit.
With the modeled flow depths indicating significant inundation from a Seattle
fault tsunami, why did I not find a clear tsunami deposit in Doe-Kag-Wats? It could be
that the cores were not located where there was good preservation of the deposit. Because
the Doe-Kag-Wats marsh surface is low elevation it is regularly flooded by high tides;
strong flows induced by extreme high tides and storms could have eroded and removed
the sediment before it was buried, at least in the areas I cored. I do not believe we cored
near Moore’s previous core locations, although this is difficult to determine because there
was no GPS data from that time. Future cores between the western spit and the primary
drainage channel could help determine if we can find the tentative layers reported by
Moore. Also, we might have better luck if we extended the field study farther landward to
find accommodation space needed for the preservation of the deposit. One possibility is
to look landward of the accumulation of driftwood logs (Fig. 3) because modeling shows
the water inundating that far. One speculation of a physical trace of the 1050-1020 cal BP
event left in Doe-Kag-Wats, is a persistent layer of driftwood that complicated coring of
the site. This layer, 60-90 cm at depth, was found in 4 of our 10 cores (Fig. 11). These
could be logs rafted into the marsh after a large tsunami scoured away some of the spits
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protecting the marsh. It would be likely that an influx of new wood would be available
for transport as shaking from the Seattle fault rupture would initiate landslides across the
region (Schuster et al., 1992), adding higher than average debris to the waterways around
Puget Sound. Finding datable materials below this layer of driftwood would help tie this
theory to the timing of the 1050-1020 cal BP earthquake. Finally, if could be that
accumulation rates of Doe-Kag-Wats are faster than at Deer Lagoon and we did not core
deep enough to find the Seattle fault tsunami deposit. Although that does not agree with
Dr. Moore’s stratigraphy, adding dates to our cores will improve our interpretation of the
history of the marsh and the expected stratigraphic position of 1050-1030 cal BP.
The deposit found in Deer Lagoon combined with simulating inundation suggests
that the Seattle fault rupture must have happened at, or near, the modern tidal datum of
MHW. For the majority of Deer Lagoon, inundation is nearly nonexistent beyond the spit
below mean sea level, but at a tidal range of MHW, the lagoon can be inundated by flow
depths of 1-2 m above that datum (Fig. 18). The protected nature of the spits occludes
inundation of the lagoon until wave heights are high enough to overtop the barriers. It is
difficult to precisely gauge the accuracy of the simulated inundation in this study, as there
was no recovered tsunami deposit at Doe-Kag-Wats with which to compare to the
inundation at Deer Lagoon. Simulated inundation at Doe-Kag-Wats is 2-3.5 m high at
MHW, while still being 1.0 m at low tide. This much high-energy water flow can
transport sediments around the salt marsh, but no discernable deposit was found. Because
my study shows inundation of a tsunami in Deer Lagoon is dependent on the event taking
place near high tide, using this as a gauge, we can model to other locations known to
have 1050-1030 cal BP Seattle fault tsunami deposits, and test the accuracy of the
predicted tidal cycle.
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Cascadia Tsunami Deposits in Deer Lagoon or Doe-Kag-Wats
I do not think the 1700 A.D. tsunami left a deposit in either Deer Lagoon or DoeKag-Wats because of the lack of physical evidence elsewhere in Puget Sound and my
modeling of an M2 tsunami source (Fig. 24). To date, the 1700 A.D. tsunami is
interpreted as having limited extent inside Puget Sound, with deposits published from
Discovery Bay (Williams et al., 2005) and Lynch Cove at the end of Hood Canal
(Garrison-Laney, 2017). Williams and Hutchinson (2000) did not find deposits from
1700 A.D. Cascadia in Swantown marsh, although J. Bourgeois (pers. comm.) found a
thin deposit near the surface that she correlates to 1700 A.D. based on stratigraphic
position. Native American oral histories have been correlated to the 1700 A.D. rupture,
with some histories of both inundation and shaking documented in Puget Sound (Ludwin
et al., 2005). My tsunami modeling of the M2 earthquake (a proxy for 1700 A.D.)
showed that even at high tide the event produced inundation heights of less than 0.5 m in
Deer Lagoon and failed to inundate the salt marsh of Doe-Kag-Wats. The 1700 A.D.
event is considered to have been slightly smaller than the M2 earthquake (Witter et al.,
2013), so my simulations may be a larger tsunami than what happened. Mofjeld et al.
(1997) estimated the 1700 A.D. event occurred at low tide, further suggesting my
simulations were large. Modeling to match the documented 1700 A.D. deposits, then
combining those model parameters to simulate wave heights in Deer Lagoon and DoeKag-Wats would help confirm the results found in this study
Could other Cascadia tsunamis have left deposits at Deer Lagoon or Doe-KagWats? While we found no correlatable sands to attribute to Cascadia ruptures in Deer
Lagoon, modeling of a large (L1) scenario shows it is possible for inundation to take
place. The last L Cascadia rupture was event N, between 2400-2780 cal BP, an age which
correlates to the red-brown peat facies in West Deer Lagoon. Dates from cores 31-19 and
07-98 overlap or closely match those of the Cascadia event N (Fig. 12). No deposits in
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the red-brown peat stratigraphy that could be interpreted as an event bed were located
near those dated samples (Fig. 9). In Doe-Kag-Wats wave heights of less than 0.7 m
above MHW in the drainage channel of Doe-Kag-Wats from a L1 event (Fig. 22) suggest
that the tsunami would be small and unlikely to leave an extensive deposit. The error in
precision of the datum used for the Doe-Kag-Wats models could allow for more
inundation than the simulations show, which could help preserve evidence of Cascadia
events.
Simulations of inundation in Deer Lagoon are dependent on the tides at the time
when the tsunami reaches the lagoon. Modeling of a large Cascadia scenario (L1) shows
inundation is most significant at Deer Lagoon during high tide, but inundation is not seen
at MSL (Fig. 18). Simulated inundation from L1 is lower than the simulated Seattle fault
event, and lacks the wave heights to overtop the spits of the bay, which indicates the
majority of the inundation would come from the mouth of the lagoon. The date in cores
31-19 and 07-98 give a rough stratigraphic range to focus on for continuing to search for
Cascadia events in Deer Lagoon, but to be more accurate, paleoshoreline reconstructions
could give insight to where to investigate when searching for accommodation space that
could have preserved the N event.

Future Tsunami Hazards at Deer Lagoon and Doe-Kag-Wats
Today, the dikes in Deer Lagoon may act as a protective seawall in a majority of
future tsunami scenarios. An event similar to the last rupture of the Seattle fault at high
tide would be a worst-case scenario, with inundation over the spits at their east and west
extents as a hazard to modern Deer Lagoon. Inundation across the spit would likely scour
roadways and therefore inhibit vehicles from entering or exiting the residential areas, and
it could damage houses in those areas. The Double Bluff state park, located at the western
extent of the west spit, could be susceptible to damage of scouring of the parking lot and
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damage to the park’s facilities. Modeling indicates the dikes in Deer Lagoon are high
enough to protect the majority of the modern lagoon from tsunami inundation entering
from the mouth of the bay. The greater hazard of flooding in Deer Lagoon is wave
heights which overtop the spits, and allowing water to inundate from the eastern and
western extent, which will bypass the protective nature of the dikes. Cascadia events at
high tide could also pose a risk to communities near the shore, particularly along the
eastern and western extents of the spits, although Cascadia events are less likely to
overtop the spits and inundate the lagoon than a tsunami from the Seattle fault.
At Doe-Kag-Wats the spits are lower elevation and no modern earthworks would
inhibit tsunami inundation. Conversely, the area around Doe-Kag-Wats has limited
development so the impact to people in the area would be less than at Deer Lagoon.
While inundation from a tsunami originating from a Seattle fault rupture can be
significant, with waves heights of 2-3.5 m overtopping the berm, it is also important to
recognize the timing of arrival. The inundation at Doe-Kag-Wats salt marsh starts 7
minutes after a rupture (Fig. 21). Tsunami evacuation routes leading to higher ground
could be planned to help facilitate a fast, safe evacuation in case of an earthquake. Lowlying roads will likely be damaged due to inundation, which could slow response time of
first responders after a tsunami event, making effective evacuation to planned safety
zones even more critical.

Sources of Error
Sources of error to this study exist in both the modeling and fieldwork
components. Tsunami modeling required merging topography and bathymetric datasets
from two different sources, set to two different vertical datums. Error in the modeled
relationship between the bathymetry and topography can lead to simulated inundation
being an over or underestimate. This kind of error would likely occur in the merging of
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topography and bathymetry, as the high-resolution digital elevation model and
bathymetry was not produced in the same vertical datum (described in the methods
section). Propagating errors from altering the vertical datum can affect my conclusions
about the tidal period at the time of the last Seattle fault earthquake, particularly when
discussing overtopping of the dikes in Deer Lagoon. If incorrect values in bathymetry and
topography allows or inhibits overtopping of the spits, it changes the flooding pattern
attributed to the tidal datum. Lastly, I removed dikes with a simplified ramp and I did not
attempt to recreate a more realistic replacement for the surface, nor did I try to estimate
the past shoreline position from the time of past tsunamis. Additionally, the difference in
geometry and heights of the spits in modern times vs the heights and positions of the
paleospits a thousand or more years ago is an issue. These differences limit the accuracy
of inundation simulations to match precisely the style of inundation during simulation
and could alter how I interpret the resulting inundation.
For this study I only used one previously published source model for each of the
three earthquakes and did not try to assess the validity nor accuracy of these sources. If I
had altered the earthquake source models to fit the paleotsunami evidence across Puget
Sound, I would increase my confidence in the simulated inundation dynamics locally at
my two sites.
Field studies were limited to where my team and I had permission to core, and we
restricted ourselves in the methods of subsurface exploration to be as least invasive as
possible. Coring was necessary because both locations lacked cutbanks or other erosional
features that would allow for outcrop-scale examination of the stratigraphy. Using only
cores narrows our view of the stratigraphy and makes interpretations harder, even with
numerous cores in one location. For example, coring alone in Lynch Cove included <1%
of the cores with interpreted sand dikes, but later studies that used cleaned outcrops to
study the stratigraphy greatly increased the resolution, with dikes described in 39% of
outcrops (Martin and Bourgeois, 2012). Therefore, our field methods could mean we
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missed evidence not only of sand dikes and liquefaction, but also better exposure of
tsunami deposit(s). Coring can also deform, or compact sediments like the peats and
muds of Deer Lagoon and Doe-Kag-Wats which would lead to the measured thickness of
units not reflecting their true thickness, which could in turn lower the sedimentation rates
I calculated.
Finally, the sources of error associated with radiocarbon dating marsh vegetation
are primarily associated with the material selected for dating. Some dates were produced
from rhizomes in growth position (31-19a, 31-19b, 51-19b), while other dates come from
segmented rhizomes that may, or may not, represent the exact growth position of the
material dates. The implications for this are my lack of confidence in estimating the
timing of the relative sea-level rise contact in Deer Lagoon because of the large variation
in dates.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
My paleotsunami field investigation in the marshes of Deer Lagoon and DoeKag-Wats revealed what I interpret as a tsunami deposit located 10-20 cm below a buried
soil contact in Deer Lagoon but no clear results from Doe-Kag-Wats. The ~0.5 cm thick
deposit of mixed sand and mud in Deer Lagoon was correlated across the study area,
from West Marsh to East Marsh (Fig. 9). Using 14C analysis and sediment accumulation
rates to date the deposit I established that this deposit is likely from the Seattle fault event
of 1050-1020 cal BP.
Combining sedimentology of the deposit with modeling of the inundation, I show
that this layer was deposited by a wave that overtopped the spits and inundated the
lagoon from the western and eastern sides of Useless Bay and less energetically flowed
through the tidal inlet. Modeling indicates that to produce the deposit at the observed
locations, the earthquake would have occurred closer to high tide than low tide (Fig. 18).
This style of inundation is repeated at Deer Lagoon in the Cascadia subduction
zone L1 scenario simulations with the tsunami overtopping the dikes and flooding the
lagoon, but to a much lower degree, with flow depths between 0.5-0.25 m at MHW. On
the other hand, the M2 scenario at MHW, inundated the lagoon with flow depths of less
than 0.25 m and did not overtop the spits. As such, Deer Lagoon is located in an area that
could receive tsunami inundation from multiple sources; both the Seattle fault and
Cascadia ruptures have the potential for causing destructive tsunamis in the study area.
Inundation behaves in similar ways from both sources; with the highest hazard being a
tsunami at high tide overtopping the far ends of the spits at the western and eastern extent
of the bay.
My paleotsunami investigation in Doe-Kag-Wats failed to locate any sand layers I
could correlate to tsunami deposition, even though work from the 1990s found 2 possible
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sand sheets. However, my tsunami simulations show that this site’s proximity to the
Seattle fault zone makes inundation likely in a future rupture, regardless of the tidal
cycle. In a Seattle fault-style scenario, flow depths over 3.5 m completely covered the
entire marsh at high tide, while at low tide flow depths could still exceed 1.0 m (Fig.
23A, C). Unlike Deer Lagoon, Cascadia tsunamis would not necessarily inundate at DoeKag-Wats. Large Cascadia simulations at Doe-Kag-Wats show only one small surge
inundated the salt marsh, with a maximum wave height of 0.7 m at gauge 7 just inside the
tidal inlet (Fig. 22), but there is no inundation of the marsh from the M2 rupture.
Therefore, this region does not have the same tsunami hazard posed from Cascadia as it
does from the Seattle fault.
An important conclusion from this study is the hazard that future tsunamis could
be to the modern communities near Deer Lagoon or Doe-Kag-Wats. In Deer Lagoon
infrastructure (houses, roads, county park facilities) located at the proximal ends the spits
are at the highest risk in both earthquake scenarios. Planning for tsunami hazards in Deer
Lagoon should account for both Seattle fault and Cascadia scenarios, with critical
attention to the hazard posed at the edges of Useless Bay. In Doe-Kag-Wats the limited
hazard from tsunamis originating from Cascadia earthquakes means most of the future
planning and steps for mitigating tsunami damage may be better directed towards the risk
posed from the Seattle fault zone, although currents induced by Cascadia events were not
investigated in this study and should not be ignored. The rapid onset of inundation in
Doe-Kag-Wats from a Seattle fault tsunami may be a critical component when
considering evacuations from that site.
Future work investigating the combination of tsunami hazards in Deer Lagoon
should continue by incorporating modeling from even more sources. We found that
tsunamis initiated outside Puget Sound (Cascadia) can cause inundation in Deer Lagoon,
so Deer Lagoon’s location in Puget Sound may make it an ideal location to test if farfield tsunamis, such as those from the Aleutian subduction, also pose an inundation
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hazard. Additionally, both Deer Lagoon and Doe-Kag-Wats could be subject to tsunamis
produced from landsides into the Sound. Therefore, combining landslide hazard maps
and tsunami modeling to predict the potential for inundation from landslide sources is
critical to a complete picture of the tsunami hazard. This type of future work will
continue to bring clarity to how these regions are affected by tsunamis, and if the
inundation-style, and therefore the spatial variability of tsunami risk, is similar from all
types of sources.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A
EXAMPLE GEOCLAW INPUT FILE “SETRUN.PY”
A-1. Setrun.py file for Deer Lagoon SF1 inundation simulation in GeoClaw 5.6.0
"""
Module to set up run time parameters for Clawpack.
The values set in the function setrun are then written out to data files
that will be read in by the Fortran code.
"""
from __future__ import absolute_import
from __future__ import print_function
import os
import numpy as np
try:
CLAW = os.environ['CLAW']
except:
raise Exception("*** Must first set CLAW enviornment variable")
# Scratch directory for storing topo and dtopo files:
scratch_dir = os.path.join(CLAW, 'geoclaw', 'scratch')
#-----------------------------def setrun(claw_pkg='geoclaw'):
#-----------------------------"""
Define the parameters used for running Clawpack.
INPUT:
claw_pkg expected to be "geoclaw" for this setrun.
OUTPUT:
rundata - object of class ClawRunData
"""
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from clawpack.clawutil import data
assert claw_pkg.lower() == 'geoclaw', "Expected claw_pkg = 'geoclaw'"
num_dim = 2
rundata = data.ClawRunData(claw_pkg, num_dim)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# Problem-specific parameters to be written to setprob.data:
#-----------------------------------------------------------------#probdata = rundata.new_UserData(name='probdata',fname='setprob.data')
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# GeoClaw specific parameters:
#-----------------------------------------------------------------rundata = setgeo(rundata)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# Standard Clawpack parameters to be written to claw.data:
# (or to amr2ez.data for AMR)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------clawdata = rundata.clawdata # initialized when rundata instantiated
# Set single grid parameters first.
# See below for AMR parameters.
# --------------# Spatial domain:
# --------------# Number of space dimensions:
clawdata.num_dim = num_dim
# Lower and upper edge of computational domain:
clawdata.lower[0] = -123.16+.02-(1/6/3600)
# west longitude, subtract 1/6th arcsec
clawdata.upper[0] = -122.24+.02-(1/6/3600)
# east longitude
clawdata.lower[1] = 47.01+.04-(1/6/3600)
# south latitude
clawdata.upper[1] = 48.53-(1/6/3600)
# north latitude
# Number of grid cells: Coarsest grid
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clawdata.num_cells[0] = 23
clawdata.num_cells[1] = 37

# --------------# Size of system:
# --------------# Number of equations in the system:
clawdata.num_eqn = 3
# Number of auxiliary variables in the aux array (initialized in setaux)
clawdata.num_aux = 3
# Index of aux array corresponding to capacity function, if there is one:
clawdata.capa_index = 2
# ------------# Initial time:
# ------------clawdata.t0 = 0.0
# Restart from checkpoint file of a previous run?
# If restarting, t0 above should be from original run, and the
# restart_file 'fort.chkNNNNN' specified below should be in
# the OUTDIR indicated in Makefile.
clawdata.restart = False
# True to restart from prior results
clawdata.restart_file = 'fort.chk00096' # File to use for restart data
# ------------# Output times:
#-------------# Specify at what times the results should be written to fort.q files.
# Note that the time integration stops after the final output time.
# The solution at initial time t0 is always written in addition.
clawdata.output_style = 1
if clawdata.output_style==1:
# Output nout frames at equally spaced times up to tfinal:
clawdata.num_output_times = 24
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clawdata.tfinal = 4*3600
clawdata.output_t0 = True # output at initial (or restart) time?
elif clawdata.output_style == 2:
# Specify a list of output times.
clawdata.output_times = [0.5, 1.0]
elif clawdata.output_style == 3:
# Output every iout timesteps with a total of ntot time steps:
clawdata.output_step_interval = 1
clawdata.total_steps = 3
clawdata.output_t0 = True
clawdata.output_format = 'ascii'

# 'ascii' or 'binary'

clawdata.output_q_components = 'all' # need all
clawdata.output_aux_components = 'none' # eta=h+B is in q
clawdata.output_aux_onlyonce = False # output aux arrays each frame
# --------------------------------------------------# Verbosity of messages to screen during integration:
# --------------------------------------------------# The current t, dt, and cfl will be printed every time step
# at AMR levels <= verbosity. Set verbosity = 0 for no printing.
# (E.g. verbosity == 2 means print only on levels 1 and 2.)
clawdata.verbosity = 1
# -------------# Time stepping:
# -------------# if dt_variable==1: variable time steps used based on cfl_desired,
# if dt_variable==0: fixed time steps dt = dt_initial will always be used.
clawdata.dt_variable = True
# Initial time step for variable dt.
# If dt_variable==0 then dt=dt_initial for all steps:
clawdata.dt_initial = 0.2
# Max time step to be allowed if variable dt used:
clawdata.dt_max = 1e+99
# Desired Courant number if variable dt used, and max to allow without
# retaking step with a smaller dt:
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clawdata.cfl_desired = 0.75
clawdata.cfl_max = 1.0
# Maximum number of time steps to allow between output times:
clawdata.steps_max = 5000
# -----------------# Method to be used:
# -----------------# Order of accuracy: 1 => Godunov, 2 => Lax-Wendroff plus limiters
clawdata.order = 2
# Use dimensional splitting? (not yet available for AMR)
clawdata.dimensional_split = 'unsplit'
# For unsplit method, transverse_waves can be
# 0 or 'none'
==> donor cell (only normal solver used)
# 1 or 'increment' ==> corner transport of waves
# 2 or 'all'
==> corner transport of 2nd order corrections too
clawdata.transverse_waves = 2
# Number of waves in the Riemann solution:
clawdata.num_waves = 3
# List of limiters to use for each wave family:
# Required: len(limiter) == num_waves
# Some options:
# 0 or 'none' ==> no limiter (Lax-Wendroff)
# 1 or 'minmod' ==> minmod
# 2 or 'superbee' ==> superbee
# 3 or 'mc'
==> MC limiter
# 4 or 'vanleer' ==> van Leer
clawdata.limiter = ['mc', 'mc', 'mc']
clawdata.use_fwaves = True # True ==> use f-wave version of algorithms
# Source terms splitting:
# src_split == 0 or 'none' ==> no source term (src routine never called)
# src_split == 1 or 'godunov' ==> Godunov (1st order) splitting used,
# src_split == 2 or 'strang' ==> Strang (2nd order) splitting used, not recommended.
clawdata.source_split = 'godunov'
# -------------------# Boundary conditions:
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# -------------------# Number of ghost cells (usually 2)
clawdata.num_ghost = 2
# Choice of BCs at xlower and xupper:
# 0 => user specified (must modify bcN.f to use this option)
# 1 => extrapolation (non-reflecting outflow)
# 2 => periodic (must specify this at both boundaries)
# 3 => solid wall for systems where q(2) is normal velocity
clawdata.bc_lower[0] = 'extrap'
clawdata.bc_upper[0] = 'extrap'
clawdata.bc_lower[1] = 'extrap'
clawdata.bc_upper[1] = 'extrap'
# -------------# Checkpointing:
# -------------# Specify when checkpoint files should be created that can be
# used to restart a computation.
clawdata.checkpt_style = 0
if clawdata.checkpt_style == 0:
# Do not checkpoint at all
pass
elif np.abs(clawdata.checkpt_style) == 1:
# Checkpoint only at tfinal.
pass
elif np.abs(clawdata.checkpt_style) == 2:
# Specify a list of checkpoint times.
clawdata.checkpt_times = [0.1,0.15]
elif np.abs(clawdata.checkpt_style) == 3:
# Checkpoint every checkpt_interval timesteps (on Level 1)
# and at the final time.
clawdata.checkpt_interval = 5
# --------------# AMR parameters:
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# --------------amrdata = rundata.amrdata
# max number of refinement levels:
amrdata.amr_levels_max = 6
# List of refinement ratios at each level (length at least mxnest-1)
amrdata.refinement_ratios_x = [4,3,2,3,6]
amrdata.refinement_ratios_y = [4,3,2,3,6]
amrdata.refinement_ratios_t = [4,3,2,3,6]
# Specify type of each aux variable in amrdata.auxtype.
# This must be a list of length maux, each element of which is one of:
# 'center', 'capacity', 'xleft', or 'yleft' (see documentation).
amrdata.aux_type = ['center','capacity','yleft']
# Flag using refinement routine flag2refine rather than richardson error
amrdata.flag_richardson = False # use Richardson?
amrdata.flag_richardson_tol = 0.002 # Richardson tolerance
amrdata.flag2refine = True
# steps to take on each level L between regriddings of level L+1:
amrdata.regrid_interval = 3
# width of buffer zone around flagged points:
# (typically the same as regrid_interval so waves don't escape):
amrdata.regrid_buffer_width = 2
# clustering alg. cutoff for (# flagged pts) / (total # of cells refined)
# (closer to 1.0 => more small grids may be needed to cover flagged cells)
amrdata.clustering_cutoff = 0.700000
# print info about each regridding up to this level:
amrdata.verbosity_regrid = 0
# ----- For developers ----# Toggle debugging print statements:
amrdata.dprint = False
# print domain flags
amrdata.eprint = False # print err est flags
amrdata.edebug = False # even more err est flags
amrdata.gprint = False # grid bisection/clustering
amrdata.nprint = False # proper nesting output
amrdata.pprint = False # proj. of tagged points
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amrdata.rprint = False
amrdata.sprint = False
amrdata.tprint = True
amrdata.uprint = False

# print regridding summary
# space/memory output
# time step reporting each level
# update/upbnd reporting

# More AMR parameters can be set -- see the defaults in pyclaw/data.py
# --------------# Regions:
# --------------rundata.regiondata.regions = []
# to specify regions of refinement append lines of the form
# [minlevel,maxlevel,t1,t2,x1,x2,y1,y2]
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([1, 5, 0, 1e10, -123.16+.02-(13/6/3600),122.24+.02+(11/6/3600), 47.01+.04-(13/6/3600), 48.53+(11/6/3600)]) #domain
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([5, 5, 0, 120, -123.179993-(1/3600),122.159448+(1/3600),47.009998-(1/3600),48.190554+(1/3600)]) #earthquake
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([6, 6, 0, 1e10, -122.51574074074100, 122.46092592592600, 47.97750000000000, 48.01398148148150]) #Deerlagoon
# --------------# Gauges:
# --------------rundata.gaugedata.gauges = []
# for gauges append lines of the form [gaugeno, x, y, t1, t2]
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([1,-122.514,47.982,0.,1.00e10]) #Deer Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([2,-122.513,47.984,0.,1.00e10]) #Deer Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([3,-122.497,47.987,0.,1.00e10]) #Deer Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([4,-122.496,47.993,0.,1.00e10]) #Deer Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([5,-122.510,47.990,0.,1.00e10]) #Deer Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([6,-122.485,47.988,0.,1.00e10]) #Deer Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([7,-122.473,47.999,0.,1.00e10]) #Deer Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([8,-122.466,48.009,0.,1.00e10]) #Deer Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([9,-122.488,47.994,0.,1.00e10]) #Deer Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([10,-122.480004,47.995005,0.,1.00e10]) #Deer
Lagoon East pit
return rundata
# end of function setrun
# ---------------------#------------------def setgeo(rundata):
#------------------"""
Set GeoClaw specific runtime parameters.
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For documentation see ....
"""
try; geo_data = rundata.geo_data
except:
print("*** Error, this rundata has no geo_data attribute")
raise AttributeError("Missing geo_data attribute")
# == Physics ==
geo_data.gravity = 9.81
geo_data.coordinate_system = 2
geo_data.earth_radius = 6367.5e3
# == Forcing Options
geo_data.coriolis_forcing = False
# == Algorithm and Initial Conditions ==
geo_data.sea_level = 0.0
geo_data.dry_tolerance = 1.e-3
geo_data.friction_forcing = True
geo_data.manning_coefficient =.025
geo_data.friction_depth = 1e6
# Refinement settings
refinement_data = rundata.refinement_data
refinement_data.variable_dt_refinement_ratios = True
refinement_data.wave_tolerance = 1.e-1
refinement_data.deep_depth = 1e2
refinement_data.max_level_deep = 3
# == settopo.data values ==
topo_data = rundata.topo_data
# for topography, append lines of the form
# [topotype, minlevel, maxlevel, t1, t2, fname]
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 1, 5, 0., 1.e10, '../Bathy/townsend_2_arcs.asc'])
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 1, 5, 0., 1.e10, '../Bathy/pugetsound_2_arcs.asc'])
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 6, 6, 0., 1.e10, '../Bathy/dl2mwh2014arcsec13Crop.txt'])
# == setdtopo.data values ==
dtopo_data = rundata.dtopo_data
# for moving topography, append lines of the form : (<= 1 allowed for now!)
# [topotype, minlevel,maxlevel,fname]
dtopo_data.dtopofiles.append([3,5,5,'../Sources/seattlefault_uniform.tt3'])
dtopo_data.dt_max_dtopo = 0.2
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# == setqinit.data values ==
rundata.qinit_data.qinit_type = 0
rundata.qinit_data.qinitfiles = []
# for qinit perturbations, append lines of the form: (<= 1 allowed for now!)
# [minlev, maxlev, fname]
# == setfixedgrids.data values ==
fixed_grids = rundata.fixed_grid_data
# for fixed grids append lines of the form
# [t1,t2,noutput,x1,x2,y1,y2,xpoints,ypoints,\
# ioutarrivaltimes,ioutsurfacemax]
return rundata
# end of function setgeo
# ----------------------if __name__ == '__main__':
# Set up run-time parameters and write all data files.
import sys
from clawpack.geoclaw import kmltools
rundata = setrun(*sys.argv[1:])
rundata.write()
kmltools.make_input_data_kmls(rundata)
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A-2. Setrun.py file for Doe-Kag-Wats SF1 inundation simulation in GeoClaw 5.6.0.
"""
Module to set up run time parameters for Clawpack.
The values set in the function setrun are then written out to data files
that will be read in by the Fortran code.
"""
from __future__ import absolute_import
from __future__ import print_function
import os
import numpy as np
try:
CLAW = os.environ['CLAW']
except:
raise Exception("*** Must first set CLAW enviornment variable")
# Scratch directory for storing topo and dtopo files:
scratch_dir = os.path.join(CLAW, 'geoclaw', 'scratch')
#-----------------------------def setrun(claw_pkg='geoclaw'):
#-----------------------------"""
Define the parameters used for running Clawpack.
INPUT:
claw_pkg expected to be "geoclaw" for this setrun.
OUTPUT:
rundata - object of class ClawRunData
"""
from clawpack.clawutil import data
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assert claw_pkg.lower() == 'geoclaw', "Expected claw_pkg = 'geoclaw'"
num_dim = 2
rundata = data.ClawRunData(claw_pkg, num_dim)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# Problem-specific parameters to be written to setprob.data:
#-----------------------------------------------------------------#probdata = rundata.new_UserData(name='probdata',fname='setprob.data')
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# GeoClaw specific parameters:
#-----------------------------------------------------------------rundata = setgeo(rundata)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# Standard Clawpack parameters to be written to claw.data:
# (or to amr2ez.data for AMR)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------clawdata = rundata.clawdata # initialized when rundata instantiated
# Set single grid parameters first.
# See below for AMR parameters.
# --------------# Spatial domain:
# --------------# Number of space dimensions:
clawdata.num_dim = num_dim
# Lower and upper edge of computational domain:
clawdata.lower[0] = -123.16+.02-(1/6/3600)
# west longitude, subtract 1/6th arcsec
clawdata.upper[0] = -122.24+.02-(1/6/3600)
# east longitude
clawdata.lower[1] = 47.01+.04-(1/6/3600)
# south latitude
clawdata.upper[1] = 48.53-(1/6/3600)
# north latitude
# Number of grid cells: Coarsest grid
clawdata.num_cells[0] = 23
clawdata.num_cells[1] = 37
# --------------# Size of system:
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# --------------# Number of equations in the system:
clawdata.num_eqn = 3
# Number of auxiliary variables in the aux array (initialized in setaux)
clawdata.num_aux = 3
# Index of aux array corresponding to capacity function, if there is one:
clawdata.capa_index = 2
# ------------# Initial time:
# ------------clawdata.t0 = 0.0
# Restart from checkpoint file of a previous run?
# If restarting, t0 above should be from original run, and the
# restart_file 'fort.chkNNNNN' specified below should be in
# the OUTDIR indicated in Makefile.
clawdata.restart = False
# True to restart from prior results
clawdata.restart_file = 'fort.chk00096' # File to use for restart data
# ------------# Output times:
#-------------# Specify at what times the results should be written to fort.q files.
# Note that the time integration stops after the final output time.
# The solution at initial time t0 is always written in addition.
clawdata.output_style = 1
if clawdata.output_style==1:
# Output nout frames at equally spaced times up to tfinal:
clawdata.num_output_times = 24
clawdata.tfinal = 4*3600
clawdata.output_t0 = True # output at initial (or restart) time?
elif clawdata.output_style == 2:
# Specify a list of output times.
clawdata.output_times = [0.5, 1.0]
elif clawdata.output_style == 3:
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# Output every iout timesteps with a total of ntot time steps:
clawdata.output_step_interval = 1
clawdata.total_steps = 3
clawdata.output_t0 = True
clawdata.output_format = 'ascii'

# 'ascii' or 'binary'

clawdata.output_q_components = 'all' # need all
clawdata.output_aux_components = 'none' # eta=h+B is in q
clawdata.output_aux_onlyonce = False # output aux arrays each frame
# --------------------------------------------------# Verbosity of messages to screen during integration:
# --------------------------------------------------# The current t, dt, and cfl will be printed every time step
# at AMR levels <= verbosity. Set verbosity = 0 for no printing.
# (E.g. verbosity == 2 means print only on levels 1 and 2.)
clawdata.verbosity = 1
# -------------# Time stepping:
# -------------# if dt_variable==1: variable time steps used based on cfl_desired,
# if dt_variable==0: fixed time steps dt = dt_initial will always be used.
clawdata.dt_variable = True
# Initial time step for variable dt.
# If dt_variable==0 then dt=dt_initial for all steps:
clawdata.dt_initial = 0.2
# Max time step to be allowed if variable dt used:
clawdata.dt_max = 1e+99
# Desired Courant number if variable dt used, and max to allow without
# retaking step with a smaller dt:
clawdata.cfl_desired = 0.75
clawdata.cfl_max = 1.0
# Maximum number of time steps to allow between output times:
clawdata.steps_max = 5000
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# -----------------# Method to be used:
# -----------------# Order of accuracy: 1 => Godunov, 2 => Lax-Wendroff plus limiters
clawdata.order = 2
# Use dimensional splitting? (not yet available for AMR)
clawdata.dimensional_split = 'unsplit'
# For unsplit method, transverse_waves can be
# 0 or 'none'
==> donor cell (only normal solver used)
# 1 or 'increment' ==> corner transport of waves
# 2 or 'all'
==> corner transport of 2nd order corrections too
clawdata.transverse_waves = 2
# Number of waves in the Riemann solution:
clawdata.num_waves = 3
# List of limiters to use for each wave family:
# Required: len(limiter) == num_waves
# Some options:
# 0 or 'none' ==> no limiter (Lax-Wendroff)
# 1 or 'minmod' ==> minmod
# 2 or 'superbee' ==> superbee
# 3 or 'mc'
==> MC limiter
# 4 or 'vanleer' ==> van Leer
clawdata.limiter = ['mc', 'mc', 'mc']
clawdata.use_fwaves = True # True ==> use f-wave version of algorithms
# Source terms splitting:
# src_split == 0 or 'none' ==> no source term (src routine never called)
# src_split == 1 or 'godunov' ==> Godunov (1st order) splitting used,
# src_split == 2 or 'strang' ==> Strang (2nd order) splitting used, not recommended.
clawdata.source_split = 'godunov'
# -------------------# Boundary conditions:
# --------------------
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# Number of ghost cells (usually 2)
clawdata.num_ghost = 2
# Choice of BCs at xlower and xupper:
# 0 => user specified (must modify bcN.f to use this option)
# 1 => extrapolation (non-reflecting outflow)
# 2 => periodic (must specify this at both boundaries)
# 3 => solid wall for systems where q(2) is normal velocity
clawdata.bc_lower[0] = 'extrap'
clawdata.bc_upper[0] = 'extrap'
clawdata.bc_lower[1] = 'extrap'
clawdata.bc_upper[1] = 'extrap'
# -------------# Checkpointing:
# -------------# Specify when checkpoint files should be created that can be
# used to restart a computation.
clawdata.checkpt_style = 0
if clawdata.checkpt_style == 0:
# Do not checkpoint at all
pass
elif np.abs(clawdata.checkpt_style) == 1:
# Checkpoint only at tfinal.
pass
elif np.abs(clawdata.checkpt_style) == 2:
# Specify a list of checkpoint times.
clawdata.checkpt_times = [0.1,0.15]
elif np.abs(clawdata.checkpt_style) == 3:
# Checkpoint every checkpt_interval timesteps (on Level 1)
# and at the final time.
clawdata.checkpt_interval = 1
# --------------# AMR parameters:
# --------------amrdata = rundata.amrdata
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# max number of refinement levels:
amrdata.amr_levels_max = 6
# List of refinement ratios at each level (length at least mxnest-1)
amrdata.refinement_ratios_x = [4,3,2,3,6]
amrdata.refinement_ratios_y = [4,3,2,3,6]
amrdata.refinement_ratios_t = [4,3,2,3,6]
# Specify type of each aux variable in amrdata.auxtype.
# This must be a list of length maux, each element of which is one of:
# 'center', 'capacity', 'xleft', or 'yleft' (see documentation).
amrdata.aux_type = ['center','capacity','yleft']
# Flag using refinement routine flag2refine rather than richardson error
amrdata.flag_richardson = False # use Richardson?
amrdata.flag_richardson_tol = 0.002 # Richardson tolerance
amrdata.flag2refine = True
# steps to take on each level L between regriddings of level L+1:
amrdata.regrid_interval = 3
# width of buffer zone around flagged points:
# (typically the same as regrid_interval so waves don't escape):
amrdata.regrid_buffer_width = 2
# clustering alg. cutoff for (# flagged pts) / (total # of cells refined)
# (closer to 1.0 => more small grids may be needed to cover flagged cells)
amrdata.clustering_cutoff = 0.700000
# print info about each regridding up to this level:
amrdata.verbosity_regrid = 0
# ----- For developers ----# Toggle debugging print statements:
amrdata.dprint = False # print domain flags
amrdata.eprint = False # print err est flags
amrdata.edebug = False # even more err est flags
amrdata.gprint = False # grid bisection/clustering
amrdata.nprint = False # proper nesting output
amrdata.pprint = False # proj. of tagged points
amrdata.rprint = False # print regridding summary
amrdata.sprint = False # space/memory output
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amrdata.tprint = True
amrdata.uprint = False

# time step reporting each level
# update/upbnd reporting

# More AMR parameters can be set -- see the defaults in pyclaw/data.py
# --------------# Regions:
# --------------rundata.regiondata.regions = []
# to specify regions of refinement append lines of the form
# [minlevel,maxlevel,t1,t2,x1,x2,y1,y2]
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([1, 5, 0, 1e10, -123.16+.02-(13/6/3600),122.24+.02+(11/6/3600), 47.01+.04-(13/6/3600), 48.53+(11/6/3600)]) #domain
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([5, 5, 0, 120, -123.179993-(1/3600),122.159448+(1/3600),47.009998-(1/3600),48.190554+(1/3600)]) #earthquake
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([6, 6, 0, 1e10, -122.504, -122.488, 47.742, 47.75])
#DKW
# --------------# Gauges:
# --------------rundata.gaugedata.gauges = []
# for gauges append lines of the form [gaugeno, x, y, t1, t2]
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([1,-122.4989,47.74522,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW core 1
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([2,-122.49929,47.74582,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW core 5
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([3,-122.49413,47.7456,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW core 6
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([4,-122.49454,47.74541,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW core 8
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([5,-122.49475,47.7456,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW core 9
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([6,-122.496163,47.743560,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([7,-122.496359,47.745788,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW
return rundata
# end of function setrun
# ---------------------#------------------def setgeo(rundata):
#------------------"""
Set GeoClaw specific runtime parameters.
For documentation see ....
"""
try:
geo_data = rundata.geo_data
except:
print("*** Error, this rundata has no geo_data attribute")
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raise AttributeError("Missing geo_data attribute")
# == Physics ==
geo_data.gravity = 9.81
geo_data.coordinate_system = 2
geo_data.earth_radius = 6367.5e3
# == Forcing Options
geo_data.coriolis_forcing = False
# == Algorithm and Initial Conditions ==
geo_data.sea_level = 0.0
geo_data.dry_tolerance = 1.e-3
geo_data.friction_forcing = True
geo_data.manning_coefficient =.025
geo_data.friction_depth = 1e6
# Refinement settings
refinement_data = rundata.refinement_data
refinement_data.variable_dt_refinement_ratios = True
refinement_data.wave_tolerance = 1.e-1
refinement_data.deep_depth = 1e2
refinement_data.max_level_deep = 3
# == settopo.data values ==
topo_data = rundata.topo_data
# for topography, append lines of the form
# [topotype, minlevel, maxlevel, t1, t2, fname]
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 1, 5, 0., 1.e10, '../../Bathy/townsend_2_arcs.asc'])
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 1, 5, 0., 1.e10, '../../Bathy/pugetsound_2_arcs.asc'])
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 6, 6, 0., 1.e10, '../../Bathy/dkwascii2.txt'])
# == setdtopo.data values ==
dtopo_data = rundata.dtopo_data
# for moving topography, append lines of the form : (<= 1 allowed for now!)
# [topotype, minlevel,maxlevel,fname]
dtopo_data.dtopofiles.append([3,5,5,'../../Sources/seattlefault_uniform.tt3'])
dtopo_data.dt_max_dtopo = 0.2
# == setqinit.data values ==
rundata.qinit_data.qinit_type = 0
rundata.qinit_data.qinitfiles = []
# for qinit perturbations, append lines of the form: (<= 1 allowed for now!)
# [minlev, maxlev, fname]
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# == setfixedgrids.data values ==
fixed_grids = rundata.fixed_grid_data
# for fixed grids append lines of the form
# [t1,t2,noutput,x1,x2,y1,y2,xpoints,ypoints,\
# ioutarrivaltimes,ioutsurfacemax]
return rundata
# end of function setgeo
# ---------------------if __name__ == '__main__':
# Set up run-time parameters and write all data files.
import sys
from clawpack.geoclaw import kmltools
rundata = setrun(*sys.argv[1:])
rundata.write()
kmltools.make_input_data_kmls(rundata)
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A-3. Setrun.py file for Deer Lagoon CSZ L1 inundation simulation in GeoClaw 5.6.0.
"""
Module to set up run time parameters for Clawpack.
The values set in the function setrun are then written out to data files
that will be read in by the Fortran code.
"""
from __future__ import absolute_import
from __future__ import print_function
import os
import numpy as np
try:
CLAW = os.environ['CLAW']
except:
raise Exception("*** Must first set CLAW enviornment variable")
# Scratch directory for storing topo and dtopo files:
scratch_dir = os.path.join(CLAW, 'geoclaw', 'scratch')
#-----------------------------def setrun(claw_pkg='geoclaw'):
#-----------------------------"""
Define the parameters used for running Clawpack.
INPUT:
claw_pkg expected to be "geoclaw" for this setrun.
OUTPUT:
rundata - object of class ClawRunData
"""
from clawpack.clawutil import data
assert claw_pkg.lower() == 'geoclaw', "Expected claw_pkg = 'geoclaw'"
num_dim = 2
rundata = data.ClawRunData(claw_pkg, num_dim)
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#-----------------------------------------------------------------# Problem-specific parameters to be written to setprob.data:
#-----------------------------------------------------------------#probdata = rundata.new_UserData(name='probdata',fname='setprob.data')
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# GeoClaw specific parameters:
#-----------------------------------------------------------------rundata = setgeo(rundata)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# Standard Clawpack parameters to be written to claw.data:
# (or to amr2ez.data for AMR)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------clawdata = rundata.clawdata # initialized when rundata instantiated
# Set single grid parameters first.
# See below for AMR parameters.
# --------------# Spatial domain:
# --------------# Number of space dimensions:
clawdata.num_dim = num_dim
# Lower and upper edge of computational domain:
clawdata.lower[0] = -128-(1/6/3600) # west longitude, subtract 1/6th arcsec
clawdata.upper[0] = -122.25-(1/6/3600)
# east longitude
clawdata.lower[1] = 47.0-(1/6/3600)
clawdata.upper[1] = 50-(1/6/3600)

# south latitude
# north latitude

# Number of grid cells: Coarsest grid
clawdata.num_cells[0] = 23
clawdata.num_cells[1] = 12
# --------------# Size of system:
# --------------# Number of equations in the system:
clawdata.num_eqn = 3
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# Number of auxiliary variables in the aux array (initialized in setaux)
clawdata.num_aux = 3
# Index of aux array corresponding to capacity function, if there is one:
clawdata.capa_index = 2
# ------------# Initial time:
# ------------clawdata.t0 = 0.0
# Restart from checkpoint file of a previous run?
# If restarting, t0 above should be from original run, and the
# restart_file 'fort.chkNNNNN' specified below should be in
# the OUTDIR indicated in Makefile.
clawdata.restart = False
# True to restart from prior results
clawdata.restart_file = 'fort.chk00096' # File to use for restart data
# ------------# Output times:
#-------------# Specify at what times the results should be written to fort.q files.
# Note that the time integration stops after the final output time.
# The solution at initial time t0 is always written in addition.
clawdata.output_style = 1
if clawdata.output_style==1:
# Output nout frames at equally spaced times up to tfinal:
clawdata.num_output_times = 48
clawdata.tfinal = 5*3600
clawdata.output_t0 = True # output at initial (or restart) time?
elif clawdata.output_style == 2:
# Specify a list of output times.
clawdata.output_times = [0.5, 1.0]
elif clawdata.output_style == 3:
# Output every iout timesteps with a total of ntot time steps:
clawdata.output_step_interval = 1
clawdata.total_steps = 3
clawdata.output_t0 = True
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clawdata.output_format = 'ascii'

# 'ascii' or 'binary'

clawdata.output_q_components = 'all' # need all
clawdata.output_aux_components = 'none' # eta=h+B is in q
clawdata.output_aux_onlyonce = False # output aux arrays each frame
# --------------------------------------------------# Verbosity of messages to screen during integration:
# --------------------------------------------------# The current t, dt, and cfl will be printed every time step
# at AMR levels <= verbosity. Set verbosity = 0 for no printing.
# (E.g. verbosity == 2 means print only on levels 1 and 2.)
clawdata.verbosity = 1
# -------------# Time stepping:
# -------------# if dt_variable==1: variable time steps used based on cfl_desired,
# if dt_variable==0: fixed time steps dt = dt_initial will always be used.
clawdata.dt_variable = True
# Initial time step for variable dt.
# If dt_variable==0 then dt=dt_initial for all steps:
clawdata.dt_initial = 0.2
# Max time step to be allowed if variable dt used:
clawdata.dt_max = 1e+99
# Desired Courant number if variable dt used, and max to allow without
# retaking step with a smaller dt:
clawdata.cfl_desired = 0.75
clawdata.cfl_max = 1.0
# Maximum number of time steps to allow between output times:
clawdata.steps_max = 5000
# -----------------# Method to be used:
# -----------------# Order of accuracy: 1 => Godunov, 2 => Lax-Wendroff plus limiters
clawdata.order = 2
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# Use dimensional splitting? (not yet available for AMR)
clawdata.dimensional_split = 'unsplit'
# For unsplit method, transverse_waves can be
# 0 or 'none'
==> donor cell (only normal solver used)
# 1 or 'increment' ==> corner transport of waves
# 2 or 'all'
==> corner transport of 2nd order corrections too
clawdata.transverse_waves = 2
# Number of waves in the Riemann solution:
clawdata.num_waves = 3
# List of limiters to use for each wave family:
# Required: len(limiter) == num_waves
# Some options:
# 0 or 'none' ==> no limiter (Lax-Wendroff)
# 1 or 'minmod' ==> minmod
# 2 or 'superbee' ==> superbee
# 3 or 'mc'
==> MC limiter
# 4 or 'vanleer' ==> van Leer
clawdata.limiter = ['mc', 'mc', 'mc']
clawdata.use_fwaves = True # True ==> use f-wave version of algorithms
# Source terms splitting:
# src_split == 0 or 'none' ==> no source term (src routine never called)
# src_split == 1 or 'godunov' ==> Godunov (1st order) splitting used,
# src_split == 2 or 'strang' ==> Strang (2nd order) splitting used, not recommended.
clawdata.source_split = 'godunov'
# -------------------# Boundary conditions:
# -------------------# Number of ghost cells (usually 2)
clawdata.num_ghost = 2
# Choice of BCs at xlower and xupper:
# 0 => user specified (must modify bcN.f to use this option)
# 1 => extrapolation (non-reflecting outflow)
# 2 => periodic (must specify this at both boundaries)
# 3 => solid wall for systems where q(2) is normal velocity
clawdata.bc_lower[0] = 'extrap'
clawdata.bc_upper[0] = 'extrap'
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clawdata.bc_lower[1] = 'extrap'
clawdata.bc_upper[1] = 'extrap'
# -------------# Checkpointing:
# -------------# Specify when checkpoint files should be created that can be
# used to restart a computation.
clawdata.checkpt_style = 0
if clawdata.checkpt_style == 0:
# Do not checkpoint at all
pass
elif np.abs(clawdata.checkpt_style) == 1:
# Checkpoint only at tfinal.
pass
elif np.abs(clawdata.checkpt_style) == 2:
# Specify a list of checkpoint times.
clawdata.checkpt_times = [0.1,0.15]
elif np.abs(clawdata.checkpt_style) == 3:
# Checkpoint every checkpt_interval timesteps (on Level 1)
# and at the final time.
clawdata.checkpt_interval = 5
# --------------# AMR parameters:
# --------------amrdata = rundata.amrdata
# max number of refinement levels:
amrdata.amr_levels_max = 6
# List of refinement ratios at each level (length at least mxnest-1)
amrdata.refinement_ratios_x = [3,5,3,5,12]
amrdata.refinement_ratios_y = [3,5,3,5,12]
amrdata.refinement_ratios_t = [3,5,3,5,12]
# Specify type of each aux variable in amrdata.auxtype.
# This must be a list of length maux, each element of which is one of:
# 'center', 'capacity', 'xleft', or 'yleft' (see documentation).
amrdata.aux_type = ['center','capacity','yleft']
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# Flag using refinement routine flag2refine rather than richardson error
amrdata.flag_richardson = False # use Richardson?
amrdata.flag_richardson_tol = 0.002 # Richardson tolerance
amrdata.flag2refine = True
# steps to take on each level L between regriddings of level L+1:
amrdata.regrid_interval = 3
# width of buffer zone around flagged points:
# (typically the same as regrid_interval so waves don't escape):
amrdata.regrid_buffer_width = 2
# clustering alg. cutoff for (# flagged pts) / (total # of cells refined)
# (closer to 1.0 => more small grids may be needed to cover flagged cells)
amrdata.clustering_cutoff = 0.700000
# print info about each regridding up to this level:
amrdata.verbosity_regrid = 0
# ----- For developers ----# Toggle debugging print statements:
amrdata.dprint = False # print domain flags
amrdata.eprint = False # print err est flags
amrdata.edebug = False # even more err est flags
amrdata.gprint = False # grid bisection/clustering
amrdata.nprint = False # proper nesting output
amrdata.pprint = False # proj. of tagged points
amrdata.rprint = False
# print regridding summary
amrdata.sprint = False # space/memory output
amrdata.tprint = True
# time step reporting each level
amrdata.uprint = False # update/upbnd reporting
# More AMR parameters can be set -- see the defaults in pyclaw/data.py
# --------------# Regions:
# --------------rundata.regiondata.regions = []
# to specify regions of refinement append lines of the form
# [minlevel,maxlevel,t1,t2,x1,x2,y1,y2]
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([1, 2, 0, 1e10, -128-(13/6/3600),122.25+(11/6/3600), 47.0-(13/6/3600), 50+(11/6/3600)]) #domain
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([1, 5, 0.7*3600, 1e10, -123.16+.02-(13/6/3600),122.24+.02+(11/6/3600), 47.01+.04-(13/6/3600), 48.53+(11/6/3600)]) #old domain
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rundata.regiondata.regions.append([1, 4, 0.5*3600, 1e10, -123.66+.02-(13/6/3600),122.24+.02+(11/6/3600), 47.01+.04-(13/6/3600), 48.53+(11/6/3600)]) #following the
water
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([3, 3, 0, 120, -128, -122, 39, 50]) #earthquake
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([6, 6, 1.5*3600, 1e10, -122.51574074074100, 122.46092592592600, 47.97750000000000, 48.01398148148150]) #Deerlagoon
# --------------# Gauges:
# --------------rundata.gaugedata.gauges = []
# for gauges append lines of the form [gaugeno, x, y, t1, t2]
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([1,-122.514,47.982,0.7*3600,1.00e10]) #Deer
Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([2,-122.513,47.984,0.7*3600,1.00e10]) #Deer
Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([3,-122.497,47.987,0.7*3600,1.00e10]) #Deer
Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([4,-122.496,47.993,0.7*3600,1.00e10]) #Deer
Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([5,-122.510,47.990,0.7*3600,1.00e10]) #Deer
Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([6,-122.485,47.988,0.7*3600,1.00e10]) #Deer
Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([7,-122.473,47.999,0.7*3600,1.00e10]) #Deer
Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([8,-122.466,48.009,0.7*3600,1.00e10]) #Deer
Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([9,-122.488,47.994,0.7*3600,1.00e10]) #Deer
Lagoon
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([10,-122.480004,47.995005,0.7*3600,1.00e10])
#Deer Lagoon East pit
return rundata
# end of function setrun
# ---------------------#------------------def setgeo(rundata):
#------------------"""
Set GeoClaw specific runtime parameters.
For documentation see ....
"""
try:
geo_data = rundata.geo_data
except:
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print("*** Error, this rundata has no geo_data attribute")
raise AttributeError("Missing geo_data attribute")
# == Physics ==
geo_data.gravity = 9.81
geo_data.coordinate_system = 2
geo_data.earth_radius = 6367.5e3
# == Forcing Options
geo_data.coriolis_forcing = False
# == Algorithm and Initial Conditions ==
geo_data.sea_level = 0.0
geo_data.dry_tolerance = 1.e-3
geo_data.friction_forcing = True
geo_data.manning_coefficient =.025
geo_data.friction_depth = 1e6
# Refinement settings
refinement_data = rundata.refinement_data
refinement_data.variable_dt_refinement_ratios = True
refinement_data.wave_tolerance = 1.e-1
refinement_data.deep_depth = 1e2
refinement_data.max_level_deep = 3
# == settopo.data values ==
topo_data = rundata.topo_data
# for topography, append lines of the form
# [topotype, minlevel, maxlevel, t1, t2, fname]
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 1, 5, 0., 1.e10, '../../Bathy/townsend_2_arcs.asc'])
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 1, 5, 0., 1.e10, '../../Bathy/pugetsound_2_arcs.asc'])
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 6, 6, 0., 1.e10, '../../Bathy/dl2mwh2014arcsec13Crop.txt'])
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 1, 2, 0., 1.e10, '../../Bathy/etopo1.asc'])
# == setdtopo.data values ==
dtopo_data = rundata.dtopo_data
# for moving topography, append lines of the form : (<= 1 allowed for now!)
# [topotype, minlevel,maxlevel,fname]
dtopo_data.dtopofiles.append([3,2,2,'../../Sources/CSZ_L1.tt3'])
dtopo_data.dt_max_dtopo = 0.2
# == setqinit.data values ==
rundata.qinit_data.qinit_type = 0
rundata.qinit_data.qinitfiles = []
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# for qinit perturbations, append lines of the form: (<= 1 allowed for now!)
# [minlev, maxlev, fname]
# == setfixedgrids.data values ==
fixed_grids = rundata.fixed_grid_data
# for fixed grids append lines of the form
# [t1,t2,noutput,x1,x2,y1,y2,xpoints,ypoints,\
# ioutarrivaltimes,ioutsurfacemax]
fgmax_files = rundata.fgmax_data.fgmax_files
rundata.fgmax_data.num_fgmax_val= 2
fgmax_files.append('DLCSZL1fgmax.txt')
return rundata
# end of function setgeo
# ---------------------if __name__ == '__main__':
# Set up run-time parameters and write all data files.
import sys
from clawpack.geoclaw import kmltools
rundata = setrun(*sys.argv[1:])
rundata.write()
kmltools.make_input_data_kmls(rundata)
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A-4. Setrun.py file for Doe-Kag-Wats CSZ L1 inundation simulation in GeoClaw 5.6.0.
"""
Module to set up run time parameters for Clawpack.
The values set in the function setrun are then written out to data files
that will be read in by the Fortran code.
"""
from __future__ import absolute_import
from __future__ import print_function
import os
import numpy as np
try:
CLAW = os.environ['CLAW']
except:
raise Exception("*** Must first set CLAW enviornment variable")
# Scratch directory for storing topo and dtopo files:
scratch_dir = os.path.join(CLAW, 'geoclaw', 'scratch')
#-----------------------------def setrun(claw_pkg='geoclaw'):
#-----------------------------"""
Define the parameters used for running Clawpack.
INPUT:
claw_pkg expected to be "geoclaw" for this setrun.
OUTPUT:
rundata - object of class ClawRunData
"""
from clawpack.clawutil import data
assert claw_pkg.lower() == 'geoclaw', "Expected claw_pkg = 'geoclaw'"
num_dim = 2
rundata = data.ClawRunData(claw_pkg, num_dim)
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#-----------------------------------------------------------------# Problem-specific parameters to be written to setprob.data:
#-----------------------------------------------------------------#probdata = rundata.new_UserData(name='probdata',fname='setprob.data')
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# GeoClaw specific parameters:
#-----------------------------------------------------------------rundata = setgeo(rundata)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------# Standard Clawpack parameters to be written to claw.data:
# (or to amr2ez.data for AMR)
#-----------------------------------------------------------------clawdata = rundata.clawdata # initialized when rundata instantiated
# Set single grid parameters first.
# See below for AMR parameters.
# --------------# Spatial domain:
# --------------# Number of space dimensions:
clawdata.num_dim = num_dim
# Lower and upper edge of computational domain:
clawdata.lower[0] = -128-(1/6/3600) # west longitude, subtract 1/6th arcsec
clawdata.upper[0] = -122.24+.02-(1/6/3600)
# east longitude
clawdata.lower[1] = 47.01+.04-(1/6/3600)
# south latitude
clawdata.upper[1] = 50-(1/6/3600)
# north latitude
# Number of grid cells: Coarsest grid
clawdata.num_cells[0] = 23
clawdata.num_cells[1] = 37
# --------------# Size of system:
# --------------# Number of equations in the system:
clawdata.num_eqn = 3
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# Number of auxiliary variables in the aux array (initialized in setaux)
clawdata.num_aux = 3
# Index of aux array corresponding to capacity function, if there is one:
clawdata.capa_index = 2
# ------------# Initial time:
# ------------clawdata.t0 = 0.0
# Restart from checkpoint file of a previous run?
# If restarting, t0 above should be from original run, and the
# restart_file 'fort.chkNNNNN' specified below should be in
# the OUTDIR indicated in Makefile.
clawdata.restart = False
# True to restart from prior results
clawdata.restart_file = 'fort.chk00096' # File to use for restart data
# ------------# Output times:
#-------------# Specify at what times the results should be written to fort.q files.
# Note that the time integration stops after the final output time.
# The solution at initial time t0 is always written in addition.
clawdata.output_style = 1
if clawdata.output_style==1:
# Output nout frames at equally spaced times up to tfinal:
clawdata.num_output_times = 48
clawdata.tfinal = 8*3600
clawdata.output_t0 = True # output at initial (or restart) time?
elif clawdata.output_style == 2:
# Specify a list of output times.
clawdata.output_times = [0.5, 1.0]
elif clawdata.output_style == 3:
# Output every iout timesteps with a total of ntot time steps:
clawdata.output_step_interval = 1
clawdata.total_steps = 3
clawdata.output_t0 = True
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clawdata.output_format = 'ascii'

# 'ascii' or 'binary'

clawdata.output_q_components = 'all' # need all
clawdata.output_aux_components = 'none' # eta=h+B is in q
clawdata.output_aux_onlyonce = False # output aux arrays each frame
# --------------------------------------------------# Verbosity of messages to screen during integration:
# --------------------------------------------------# The current t, dt, and cfl will be printed every time step
# at AMR levels <= verbosity. Set verbosity = 0 for no printing.
# (E.g. verbosity == 2 means print only on levels 1 and 2.)
clawdata.verbosity = 1
# -------------# Time stepping:
# -------------# if dt_variable==1: variable time steps used based on cfl_desired,
# if dt_variable==0: fixed time steps dt = dt_initial will always be used.
clawdata.dt_variable = True
# Initial time step for variable dt.
# If dt_variable==0 then dt=dt_initial for all steps:
clawdata.dt_initial = 0.2
# Max time step to be allowed if variable dt used:
clawdata.dt_max = 1e+99
# Desired Courant number if variable dt used, and max to allow without
# retaking step with a smaller dt:
clawdata.cfl_desired = 0.75
clawdata.cfl_max = 1.0
# Maximum number of time steps to allow between output times:
clawdata.steps_max = 5000
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# -----------------# Method to be used:
# -----------------# Order of accuracy: 1 => Godunov, 2 => Lax-Wendroff plus limiters
clawdata.order = 2
# Use dimensional splitting? (not yet available for AMR)
clawdata.dimensional_split = 'unsplit'
# For unsplit method, transverse_waves can be
# 0 or 'none'
==> donor cell (only normal solver used)
# 1 or 'increment' ==> corner transport of waves
# 2 or 'all'
==> corner transport of 2nd order corrections too
clawdata.transverse_waves = 2
# Number of waves in the Riemann solution:
clawdata.num_waves = 3
# List of limiters to use for each wave family:
# Required: len(limiter) == num_waves
# Some options:
# 0 or 'none' ==> no limiter (Lax-Wendroff)
# 1 or 'minmod' ==> minmod
# 2 or 'superbee' ==> superbee
# 3 or 'mc'
==> MC limiter
# 4 or 'vanleer' ==> van Leer
clawdata.limiter = ['mc', 'mc', 'mc']
clawdata.use_fwaves = True # True ==> use f-wave version of algorithms
# Source terms splitting:
# src_split == 0 or 'none' ==> no source term (src routine never called)
# src_split == 1 or 'godunov' ==> Godunov (1st order) splitting used,
# src_split == 2 or 'strang' ==> Strang (2nd order) splitting used, not recommended.
clawdata.source_split = 'godunov'
# -------------------# Boundary conditions:
# -------------------# Number of ghost cells (usually 2)
clawdata.num_ghost = 2
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# Choice of BCs at xlower and xupper:
# 0 => user specified (must modify bcN.f to use this option)
# 1 => extrapolation (non-reflecting outflow)
# 2 => periodic (must specify this at both boundaries)
# 3 => solid wall for systems where q(2) is normal velocity
clawdata.bc_lower[0] = 'extrap'
clawdata.bc_upper[0] = 'extrap'
clawdata.bc_lower[1] = 'extrap'
clawdata.bc_upper[1] = 'extrap'
# -------------# Checkpointing:
# -------------# Specify when checkpoint files should be created that can be
# used to restart a computation.
clawdata.checkpt_style = 0
if clawdata.checkpt_style == 0:
# Do not checkpoint at all
pass
elif np.abs(clawdata.checkpt_style) == 1:
# Checkpoint only at tfinal.
pass
elif np.abs(clawdata.checkpt_style) == 2:
# Specify a list of checkpoint times.
clawdata.checkpt_times = [0.1,0.15]
elif np.abs(clawdata.checkpt_style) == 3:
# Checkpoint every checkpt_interval timesteps (on Level 1)
# and at the final time.
clawdata.checkpt_interval = 5
# --------------# AMR parameters:
# --------------amrdata = rundata.amrdata
# max number of refinement levels:
amrdata.amr_levels_max = 6
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# List of refinement ratios at each level (length at least mxnest-1)
amrdata.refinement_ratios_x = [4,3,2,3,6]
amrdata.refinement_ratios_y = [4,3,2,3,6]
amrdata.refinement_ratios_t = [4,3,2,3,6]
# Specify type of each aux variable in amrdata.auxtype.
# This must be a list of length maux, each element of which is one of:
# 'center', 'capacity', 'xleft', or 'yleft' (see documentation).
amrdata.aux_type = ['center','capacity','yleft']
# Flag using refinement routine flag2refine rather than richardson error
amrdata.flag_richardson = False # use Richardson?
amrdata.flag_richardson_tol = 0.002 # Richardson tolerance
amrdata.flag2refine = True
# steps to take on each level L between regriddings of level L+1:
amrdata.regrid_interval = 3
# width of buffer zone around flagged points:
# (typically the same as regrid_interval so waves don't escape):
amrdata.regrid_buffer_width = 2
# clustering alg. cutoff for (# flagged pts) / (total # of cells refined)
# (closer to 1.0 => more small grids may be needed to cover flagged cells)
amrdata.clustering_cutoff = 0.700000
# print info about each regridding up to this level:
amrdata.verbosity_regrid = 0
# ----- For developers ----# Toggle debugging print statements:
amrdata.dprint = False # print domain flags
amrdata.eprint = False # print err est flags
amrdata.edebug = False # even more err est flags
amrdata.gprint = False # grid bisection/clustering
amrdata.nprint = False # proper nesting output
amrdata.pprint = False # proj. of tagged points
amrdata.rprint = False # print regridding summary
amrdata.sprint = False # space/memory output
amrdata.tprint = True
# time step reporting each level
amrdata.uprint = False # update/upbnd reporting
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# More AMR parameters can be set -- see the defaults in pyclaw/data.py
# --------------# Regions:
# --------------rundata.regiondata.regions = []
# to specify regions of refinement append lines of the form
# [minlevel,maxlevel,t1,t2,x1,x2,y1,y2]
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([1, 2, 0, 1e10, -128-(13/6/3600),122.24+.02+(11/6/3600), 47.01+.04-(13/6/3600), 50+(11/6/3600)]) #domain
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([1, 5, 0.7*3600, 1e10, -123.16+.02-(13/6/3600),122.24+.02+(11/6/3600), 47.01+.04-(13/6/3600), 48.53+(11/6/3600)]) #old domain
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([1, 4, 0.5*3600, 1e10, -123.66+.02-(13/6/3600),122.24+.02+(11/6/3600), 47.01+.04-(13/6/3600), 48.53+(11/6/3600)]) #following the
water
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([2, 2, 0, 120, -128, -122, 39, 50]) #earthquake
rundata.regiondata.regions.append([6, 6, 0, 1e10, -122.504, -122.488, 47.742, 47.75])
#DKW
# --------------# Gauges:
# --------------rundata.gaugedata.gauges = []
# for gauges append lines of the form [gaugeno, x, y, t1, t2]
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([1,-122.4989,47.74522,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW core 1
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([2,-122.49929,47.74582,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW core 5
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([3,-122.49413,47.7456,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW core 6
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([4,-122.49454,47.74541,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW core 8
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([5,-122.49475,47.7456,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW core 9
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([6,-122.496163,47.743560,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW
rundata.gaugedata.gauges.append([7,-122.496359,47.745788,0.,1.00e10]) #DKW
return rundata
# end of function setrun
# ---------------------#------------------def setgeo(rundata):
#------------------"""
Set GeoClaw specific runtime parameters.
For documentation see ....
"""
try:
geo_data = rundata.geo_data
except:
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print("*** Error, this rundata has no geo_data attribute")
raise AttributeError("Missing geo_data attribute")
# == Physics ==
geo_data.gravity = 9.81
geo_data.coordinate_system = 2
geo_data.earth_radius = 6367.5e3
# == Forcing Options
geo_data.coriolis_forcing = False
# == Algorithm and Initial Conditions ==
geo_data.sea_level = 0.0
geo_data.dry_tolerance = 1.e-3
geo_data.friction_forcing = True
geo_data.manning_coefficient =.025
geo_data.friction_depth = 1e6
# Refinement settings
refinement_data = rundata.refinement_data
refinement_data.variable_dt_refinement_ratios = True
refinement_data.wave_tolerance = 1.e-1
refinement_data.deep_depth = 1e2
refinement_data.max_level_deep = 3
# == settopo.data values ==
topo_data = rundata.topo_data
# for topography, append lines of the form
# [topotype, minlevel, maxlevel, t1, t2, fname]
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 1, 5, 0., 1.e10, '../../Bathy/townsend_2_arcs.asc'])
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 1, 5, 0., 1.e10, '../../Bathy/pugetsound_2_arcs.asc'])
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 6, 6, 0., 1.e10, '../../Bathy/dkwascii2.txt'])
topo_data.topofiles.append([3, 1, 2, 0., 1.e10, '../../Bathy/etopo1.asc'])
# == setdtopo.data values ==
dtopo_data = rundata.dtopo_data
# for moving topography, append lines of the form : (<= 1 allowed for now!)
# [topotype, minlevel,maxlevel,fname]
dtopo_data.dtopofiles.append([3,2,2,'../../Sources/CSZ_L1.tt3'])
dtopo_data.dt_max_dtopo = 0.2
# == setqinit.data values ==
rundata.qinit_data.qinit_type = 0
rundata.qinit_data.qinitfiles = []
# for qinit perturbations, append lines of the form: (<= 1 allowed for now!)
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# [minlev, maxlev, fname]
# == setfixedgrids.data values ==
fixed_grids = rundata.fixed_grid_data
# for fixed grids append lines of the form
# [t1,t2,noutput,x1,x2,y1,y2,xpoints,ypoints,\
# ioutarrivaltimes,ioutsurfacemax]
return rundata
# end of function setgeo
# ---------------------if __name__ == '__main__':
# Set up run-time parameters and write all data files.
import sys
from clawpack.geoclaw import kmltools
rundata = setrun(*sys.argv[1:])
rundata.write()
kmltools.make_input_data_kmls(rundata)
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APPENDIX B
DRAWINGS OF STRATIGRAPHY

B-1 Drawn stratigraphic columns from Deer Lagoon West Marsh
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B-2 Drawn stratigraphic columns from Deer Lagoon West Marsh
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B-3 Drawn stratigraphic columns from Deer Lagoon West Marsh
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B-4 Drawn stratigraphic columns from Deer Lagoon West Marsh
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B-5 Drawn stratigraphic columns from Deer Lagoon West Marsh
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B-6 Drawn stratigraphic columns from Deer Lagoon East Marsh
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B-7 Drawn stratigraphic columns from Deer Lagoon East Marsh
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B-8 Drawn stratigraphic columns from Deer Lagoon East Marsh
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B-9 Drawn stratigraphic columns from Deer Lagoon South Marsh
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B-10 Drawn stratigraphic columns from Deer Lagoon South Marsh
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B-11 Drawn stratigraphic columns from Deer Lagoon South Marsh
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B-12 Stratigraphic columns produced from the unpublished notes of J. Bourgeois and S.
Johnson, 1998 field work
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B-13 Stratigraphic columns produced from the unpublished notes of J. Bourgeois and S.
Johnson, 1998 field work
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B-14 Stratigraphic columns produced from the unpublished notes of J. Bourgeois and S.
Johnson, 1998 field work
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B-15 Stratigraphic columns produced from the unpublished notes of J. Bourgeois and S.
Johnson, 1998 field work
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B-17 Stratigraphic columns produced from field notes at Doe-Kag-Wats
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B-18 Stratigraphic columns produced from field notes at Doe-Kag-Wats
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APPENDIX C

GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS EQUATIONS

C-1 Table of Phi measurements used to calculate the median, sorting and skew for grain
size analysis

APPENDIX D
HIGH DEFINITION SIMULATIONS
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D-1 Snapshots (time 0-0.23 hr) of the high-resolution simulation of inundation of Deer
Lagoon from a Seattle fault tsunami, simulated at MHW.

D-2 Snapshots (time 0.25-0.50 hr) of the high-resolution simulation of inundation of Deer
Lagoon from a Seattle fault tsunami, simulated at MHW.
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D-3 Snapshots (time 0.52-0.78 hr) of the high-resolution simulation of inundation of Deer
Lagoon from a Seattle fault tsunami, simulated at MHW.
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D-4 Snapshots (time 0.80-1.0 hr) of the high-resolution simulation of inundation of Deer
Lagoon from a Seattle fault tsunami, simulated at MHW.
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D-5 Snapshots (time 0.0-0.23 hr) of the high-resolution simulation of inundation of DoeKag-Wats from a Seattle fault tsunami, simulated at MHW.
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D-6 Snapshots (time 0.25-0.48 hr) of the high-resolution simulation of inundation of
Doe-Kag-Wats from a Seattle fault tsunami, simulated at MHW.
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D-7 Snapshots (time 0.50-0.73 hr) of the high-resolution simulation of inundation of
Doe-Kag-Wats from a Seattle fault tsunami, simulated at MHW.
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D-7 Snapshots (time 0.75-1.0 hr) of the high-resolution simulation of inundation of DoeKag-Wats from a Seattle fault tsunami, simulated at MHW.
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